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UN REPORT LAUNCHED: HUMAN DEVELOPMENT FOR EVERYONE 
By Rita Payne 

With Donald Trump annulling climate change 
agreements and the British Prime Minister, 
Teresa May, triggering Brexit, this was perhaps 
not the most auspicious time to release the 
UN Human Development Report 2016. Yet the 
report was launched at the Commonwealth’s 
headquarters in London amid a buzz of positivity. 
The Commonwealth Secretary-General, Patricia 
Scotland, said the theme of the report, “Human 
Development for Everyone,” chimed perfectly 
with the organization’s vision which had made 
inclusivity its priority for more than forty years.

The Secretary-General was particularly proud 
that more than half of Commonwealth countries 
are ranked “high” or “very high” in the 
Human Development Index rankings. She 
attributed this to the cumulative effect of 50 
member countries, comprising a third of the 
world’s population, working together with 
shared values enshrined in the Common-
wealth charter. She said progress had 
already been made in engaging young 
people in peace building, tackling climate 
change, and boosting intra-Commonwealth 
trade and investment. She said the Human 
Development report boosted confidence 
that the Commonwealth was on the right 
path.

Dr. Selim Jahan, Director of UNDP’s 
Human Development Report, said the 
findings were based on the principle that every 
human being counts, and every life is valuable. 
What humanity has achieved over 25 years, 
gives hope that fundamental changes are 
possible. He also acknowledged that substan-
tial barriers persist for human development. 
As the report highlights, one person in nine 
in the world is hungry. About 15 million girls a 
year marry before the age of 18, one every 2 
seconds. Ethnic minorities and other groups are 
often excluded from education, employment, 
and administrative and political positions result-
ing in poverty and higher vulnerability to crime 
including human trafficking. As the report notes, 
global wealth has become more concentrated. 
The wealthiest 1 percent of the population had 
32 percent of global wealth around the year 
2000, and 47 percent around 2010.

Dr. Jahan drew attention to other concerns 
contained in the report. Every minute, 11 chil-
dren were dying. Sixty-five million people had 
been forcibly removed from their homes, a 
figure roughly equivalent to the population of 
France. Inequality, he said, was becoming a 
defining feature of our time.

Dr. Jahan said it was important to look at the 
positive developments recorded in the report. 

Every day, 160,000 people were being lifted 
out of poverty. Communication and information 
on the impact of climate change have reached 
more people than ever before, raising aware-
ness in every corner of the world. He spoke of 
the need for universal policies to tackle specific 
measures for people with special needs. People 
will have to be empowered. Further advances 
were possible. The goals highlighted in the 
report were not a dream, but achievable.

Commenting on the report, Sir Richard Jolly, 
from the Institute of Development Studies, 
thought the main message was bold and posi-
tive, at a time when the mood in many coun-

tries of the West was cold and negative. “Yet 
the report gives scores of positive and specific 
examples of substantial human progress which 
has been and is being made in many parts of 
the developing world. This is a tonic for those 
caught in the onslaught of Western pessimism.”

However, Sir Richard wished the report had 
probed more deeply the political processes and 
coalitions which lay behind the positive exam-
ples which the report documents. How do good 
things happen? “On the whole, the Common-
wealth countries have done better in terms of 
Human Development than many others country 
groups in the world. It would be good to know 
why – and, also, why some Commonwealth 
countries still lag. As the Secretary-General said, 
a Human Development Report focused on the 
Commonwealth could make a big contribution.”

On the crucial question whether the SDGs 
(Sustainable Development Goals) and the 
objective of universal human development were 
achievable, Sir Richard was realistic. He believes 
the formal goal in both cases, is “by 2030.” 
Almost certainly, universal achievement by 2030 
will not happen. “But failure to fully achieve 
such bold and lofty goals does not mean that 
we won’t see substantial progress towards 

Human Development and many of the SDGs. 
The record of achievements over the last 15 
years holds serious promise for further progress 
over the next 15.”

According to Sir Richard, what happens will 
depend on the efforts made, nationally and 
internationally. In spite of strong UK government 
support for the goals internationally, the UK 
government has often failed to take them seri-
ously within the country itself. “The reality of this 
failure feeds a tendency of many people in the 
UK to give up on the goals in Africa, Asia, and 
Latin America, which is the last thing that should 
happen. Part of the difficulty is that within Brit-

ain, we have seen too many setbacks and 
cutbacks in the last few years – rising child 
poverty, the NHS [National Health Service] 
under desperate pressures, schools looking 
for funds, etc. It would be good if the goals 
were used to monitor progress in the UK 
and to guard against such setbacks.”

Sir Richard proposed a number of 
measures to follow up on the report. He 
said people could use it to mobilize for 
progress in their own countries and check 
what progress was being made. Schools 
and universities could use it to spread 
the ideas of human development among 
the next generation. Other suggestions 
included writing letters to the newspapers 

about it, especially to counter “Fake News,” 
narrow nationalistic perspectives, or excessively 
pessimistic news. “There’s lots of more posi-
tive ammunition in the report to counter such 
tendencies.”

Although governments in the United States 
and elsewhere may be winding back on hard-
fought pledges on human rights, gender 
equality, climate change, and other pillars of 
development and wellbeing, the UN Human 
Development Report and the Commonwealth 
seek to offer a note of hope by urging people 
to take on the challenge to ensure that devel-
opment is inclusive and no one is left behind. 
Eliminating inequality will be a long journey, but 
moving ahead one step at a time will be better 
than standing still.

This article was originally published on eTurbo 
News and is published here with kind permis-
sion from the author. http://www.eturbonews.
com/78264/un-report-launched-human-devel-
opment-everyone

Rita Payne is senior journalist and president emeritus of 
commonwealth journalists association.
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In this fast-paced world, societies are becoming more and 
more interconnected due to increased social and cultural 
exchange, thanks to the internet. Even though Confluence is 
primarily a magazine catering for South Asian readership, it 
has succeeded in gaining a wide readership in different parts 
of the world. The editors as well as contributors all work on a 
voluntary basis.  We are proud that we are stepping in to our 
fifteenth year of continued publication with a great sense of 
achievement.

This year has already proved to be a year of uncertainty in 
many parts of the world. Divisive forces within many countries 
cause chaos among communities. Most countries are riven with 
political problems of some kind. We continue to see children 
dying in many countries as victims of war or famine. The over-
all effect is felt in many aspects of our lives. Our front-page 
article focuses on a UN report on Human Development by Rita 
Payne, an experienced journalist who highlights some of the 
most important issues affecting the world at large which I hope 
our readers will find an interesting read.

Due to an increasingly large volume of articles that we have 
to deal with within a short period of time, I would like to ask 
writers to send their contributions for the next issue by the 
first of July so that we do not feel pressed for time to release 
the next issue in early August.

We wish all our readers and contributors a pleasant summer 
and look forward to meeting you all again in our August issue.

     Vijay Anand
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In 1910 when Sri Aurobindo came 
to Pondicherry he had no intention of 
starting an Ashram. In fact, he wasn’t 
even sure that he was going stay 
there for very long. He had been 
imprisoned for a year in Calcutta 
by the British, in connection with 
the revolution that had begun 
for the freedom of India. He left 
the political field when he heard 
that there were plans to arrest 
him once again because by that 
time his inner spiritual work had 
become the most important 
activity for him. Pondicherry, 
which was then a part of French 
India, was a safe place where 
he could focus on his sadhana 
undisturbed. 

It was only in 1920, ten years later, 
that Mirra Alfassa, a spiritual seeker 
from France, who had had many high 
spiritual experiences already, joined 
the small group of people who were 
then living with Sri Aurobindo. Six 
years later, in November 1926, the 
Ashram was officially started with 
about 26 people when Sri Aurobindo 
went into seclusion to concentrate 
on his spiritual work and Mirra, now 
known to everyone as “the Mother”, 
was given the charge of the organisa-
tion of the collective life of the group. 
From that time onwards, in a steady 
stream, people came from many parts 
of India and the world to follow this 
new spiritual path that Sri Aurobindo 
had charted out.     

This new spiritual discipline was 
called  Integral Yoga because it aims 
at making a synthesis of all other paths 
of yoga. It includes the traditional 
paths of finding the Divine through 
devotion or bhakti, knowledge or 
jnana and perfect work or karma. Sri 
Aurobindo’s theory is that man is a 
transitional being and that the process 
of evolution is not over. Man will have 
to grow into a more perfect being and 
bring about the next step in evolu-
tion.  Integral Yoga involves this self 
perfection, which must be taken up at 
every level of one’s being – the physi-
cal, the mental, the emotional and the 
spiritual.

In the 1920s and 30s the community 
followed a very strict discipline and 
only those who could follow it came to 
join the group. But during the Second 

World War some people connected to 
the Ashram who were living in Calcutta 
wanted to send their children to the 
Ashram so that they could be safe if 
the city was bombarded. The Mother 
accepted their request and slowly 
children began to arrive. Soon there 
were about twenty of them and at that 
point it was felt that a school had to be 
opened for them. Within a decade this 
small school grew much larger, going 
from kindergarten to graduation. It 
was given the name Sri Aurobindo 
International Centre of Education.      

Following Sri Aurobindo’s and the 
Mother’s philosophy of education 
the school also has a comprehensive 
programme of physical education as 
well as training in several arts which 
include music, dance, theatre and 

the fine arts. The child is given the 
opportunity to develop mentally, 
physically, aesthetically and spiritually. 
In 2018 this centre of education will 

celebrate its 75th anniversary. In 
the 1960s the Mother decided 
to do away with the usual tests 
and since then the students have 
been evaluated internally and are 
given neither grades nor marks. 
At the end of their studies they 
are given a certificate saying that 
they have completed their stud-
ies at the centre of education 
of the Ashram. In spite of this 
exam free system,  the students 
who have graduated from this 
institution have done very well 
professionally.

 Unlike most other Ashrams this one 
is not situated within a campus. Over 
the nine decades of its existence the 
small community has expanded and 
in order to house its 2000 members 
it had to buy or rent already existing 
houses scattered across the town. Not 
only were properties bought to house 
the permanent members but also for 
the services for the community such 
as the common kitchen and dining 
hall and the dispensary, the archives, 
etc. In the 1980s the Ashram decided 
to build its own houses as renting was 
getting very expensive. The Ashram 
also owns several farms where it grows 
its own food. 

The members are all assigned to 
work, whether in the community’s own 

AN ASHRAM UNLIKE THE OTHERS
By Sunayana Panda
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services or in the various commercial 
units, which they undertake as part 
of their spiritual life. Sri Aurobindo’s 
yogic path does not ask anyone to 
renounce the world. Rather it asks the 
spiritual seeker to remain in contact 
with the world and to make human life 
more perfect. The ordinary life has to 
be transformed into the divine life. It is 
not what one does but the attitude in 
which it is done that is important. 

The Sri Aurobindo Ashram is a trust 
and is managed by a group of trus-
tees. The permanent members of the 
Ashram who dedicate their lives to 
their spiritual quest are taken care of 
by the Ashram. There are also a large 
number of devotees living in the city 
who participate in the activities of the 
Ashram and some of them also offer 
volunteer service to the community. 
The Ashram has centres all over India 
as well as in many countries outside 
India where followers of Sri Aurob-
indo’s preferred form of yoga gather 
and participate in activities connected 
with the teachings of Sri Aurobindo 
and the Mother.

In 1968 the Mother created Auroville, 
a township dedicated to Human Unity, 
which is situated about 15 kilometres 
from Pondicherry and is in Tamil Nadu. 
This township, where people of many 
different countries and cultures live 
together, is known for its pioneer-
ing work in ecology, architecture 
and organic farming among others. 
Auroville is preparing to celebrate its 
50th anniversary in February 2018 at a 
time when the idea of Human Unity is 
needed more than ever. Auroville and 
the Ashram are two separate entities 
and are managed independently but 
follow the same ideals and goals.

Sri Aurobindo believed that the 
time of different religions is over and 
now man must go beyond them to 
a spiritual quest by each individual 
to discover the Divine. The Ashram 
at Pondicherry continues to take the 
teachings of Sri Aurobindo and the 
Mother forward by focussing on a 
dynamic form of spirituality. 

Sunayana Panda is a writer 
and an actress. She divides her 
time between London and Pondi-
cherry in India.

MUMBAI DOESN’T DO NIGHT 
A review of Jerry Pinto’s Murder in Mahim

By Anjana Basu
Google Murder in Mahim and you 

will get a host of actual murders – 
Mahim it seems, does murders, even 
though Mumbai doesn’t do night. 
Jerry Pinto’s second novel trawls the 
gay scene of railway toilets – India’s 
answer to London’s ubiquitous Under-
ground facilities. A young man is knifed 
in a toilet and his kidney removed and 
Peter Fernandes, once journalist, is 
called in by his police friend Inspector 
Jende. Typical murder scenario – the 
journo and the cop in a friendly part-
nership and even the murder in the 
toilet – what is not typical is the fact 
that the setting is Mumbai, not Edin-
burgh and the grittiness is Pinto’s own.  
Peter is a family man suddenly plunged 
into a uncomfortable scenario that 
hits close to home because his son is 
the papers protesting against Section 
377 and  labelled a ‘gay activist’. He 
and his wife Millie are worried that 
their son may be involved and Peter 
plunges into the investigation.

It is not the typical detective novel 
- Peter is neither Poirot nor Sherlock 
Holmes but one of the few people 
in this world who read poetry in 
the toilet. Most of the discoveries 
are stumbled upon and are not the 
result of following a set pattern of 
clues.  Peter’s advantage is the fact 
that journos have a nose for stories 
and he finds a scrap of newspaper in 
the dead boy’s room which leads him 
to a suicide and the shadow lives of 
personal trainers which straddles the 
world of the moneyed and the under-
class. The newspaper clue is eked out 
by the numbers on the victim’s phone 
which lead Peter and Jende to Unit, 
the dead man’s best friend.

Pinto throws in literary allusions 
galore which one wouldn’t expect 
to find in a PD James for example 
but makes fun reading for ex-Eng Lit 
students. He also throws in the camp 
figure of Leslie Sequeira, ex-advertis-
ing who rejoices in the title of  Raani 
Ma of Bandra. Leslie introduces Peter 
to the night world of a city that never 
sleeps where gay men roam the 
streets with names like Rocket and 
the Fonz and appear to have in-depth 
exposure to Oscar Wilde and does he 
know Virginia is the question that sets 

the ‘gaydar’ blipping. If you take that 
with a pinch of salt and accept it as a 
litfic embellishment to the business of 
murder, you are set to enjoy Peter’s 
bemused wanderings - and most 
literature lovers will.

There are however very few women 
in Mumbai’s world of night, no shady 
ladies to compete with the guys or 
provide clues. Just Millie who was once 
a lyrical memory in a summer dress and 
the lovely widow Himali. Nor are there 
any transgenders, though there are 

references to chakkas galore.  What 
one does find is an understanding of 
the social nuances that surround gay 
men, the world of the Indian Christian 
family and the problem of parents who 
wonder whether their son is gay and 
why it is they never knew. 

It isn’t a totally dark world – there 
are moments of comedy, the highest 
points coming from Leslie. Peter has 
no gritty murder mystery angst to him 
either – he finds wandering Mumbai in 
the dark hours a yawn. And the main 
murders are hot blooded not premed-
itated – they incarnadine the malodor-
ous privies with a lust for vengeance 
and friendship defended. 

Anjana Basu is a writer and 
advertising consultant based in 
Calcutta. She has 4 novels, a book 
of short stories and two anthologies 
of poetry to her credit

Book Review
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Shiresh’s face hardened.  “I don’t think 
it’s a good idea.”  

“Why?”
“It would cause problems.”
“What sort?”
“Can’t you figure out? You’re so sharp! 

”
“Don’t talk bullshit.”
“Okay. You should know 

any new member disturbs the 
equilibrium.”  

“That’s wishy-washy.”
“She’s been the Principal of 

a Public school all her life.”
“So?”
“She’ll be authoritarian.”
“You’re being paranoid.” 
Shiresh shrugged his 

shoulders.
#
“Pack up, Ma,” one Sunday 

Jugupsa came and told her.
“Sure?”
“Yes,” Jugu smiled
“Was it difficult to persuade him?”
“A little.”
“Oh! I hope there won’t be problems.”
“Ma, no time to talk.”
Mrs. Mohta filled a small attaché case 

with a few saris etc and a couple of books 
to read. 

“Jugu, Tinnu is going to school and 
Mintu will next year. I know firsthand it 
drills a deep hole in the wallet to send 
children to a good school.”

“Okay. All this later. Now hurry up.” 
Jugu had come straight from office.

Mrs. Mohta went into the bedroom 
and picked from the drawer the bundle 
of five hundred rupees notes.

First month: 
Everything is fine. Tinnu and Mintu 

have taken to her in a big way and 
follow her around. Shiresh doesn’t speak 
much. There has always been a distance 
between them.  

She takes up cooking. Jugupsa is 
delighted to savour the goodies she 
gorged on before marriage.

Mrs. Mohta serves them breakfast of 
varying dishes every other day. Shiresh 
does not speak a word of praise. Jugupsa 
goes overboard; she thumps the dining 
table in praise.

In the second week, Jugupsa  says, 
“Ma, will it be too much for you to give 

us coffee in the morning?”
“Not at all. I like doing things.” 
Second month:
The full-time maid has been discharged 

at Shiresh’s insistence. 
Mrs. Mohta takes Tinnu to school bus 

and brings him back. 

One morning Jugu says endearingly, 
“Ma, we can’t move a limb till we’ve had 
our coffee.

Since then Mrs. Mohta serves them 
steaming hot coffee literally in bed.

#
Third month:
Granny shoos the raucous crow away.  

Instantly, a wail erupts from behind her.  
Tinnu is bawling that the crow has flown 
away. His younger brother, Mintu, about 
three years old, joins him.

 “Why did you make the crow fly away? 
He’s my dost.”

“Is he?” She pats his head.  “Don’t 
worry, he’ll come again.”

“Then call him. I want him to come, 
now.” 

“Now come inside,” she says and goes 
into the kitchen.

But they stay put in the balcony. 
The crow settles on a nearby tree. 
Tinnu calls him, “Dost come … come 

dost.”
Granny grabs their arms and takes 

them inside.
Tinnu screams, “You’re a bad Naani. 

I don’t like you. Go away. Mintu lisps 
Tinnu’s last four words.”

Granny is losing patience.  Lots of 
work to be done. Today, she has to make 
elaborate preparations for lunch because 
Jugu has invited her friends. It is the third 
time in a month. And Jugu never enters 
the kitchen.

Though, it is Sunday, Jugu has gone to 
office for completing an urgent project 

report for submission to the Manag-
ing Director who has come down from 
Canada.

The moment Jugu enters Tinnu 
launches on his complaint against Naani. 
“I don’t want her. Why has she come 
here? Send her away,” he says petulantly. 

“Ma, why did you do that? 
Children love watching birds. 
You should have let the crow 
be for some time,” Jugu says 
irritated. The MD had berated 
her for the mediocre report. 

Mrs. Mohta feels shocked. 
Instead of explaining things 
to Tinnu and pacifying him, 
Jugu has turned on her.

“Oh …!” 
“You could have waited for 

some time.”
“For how long? We get the 

sun only for an hour in the balcony.”
But come night and Tinnu and his 

brother hop on to Naani’s bed and 
demand a story. In the midst of it, they 
slip into slumber and the next night Tinnu 
asks for the same story. 

#
Mrs. Mohta slogs all day, sometimes 

denying herself her usual afternoon siesta 
and feels tired. 

One day Mrs. Mohta has body aches. 
Perhaps she is getting viral. She does not 
feel like getting out of the bed. She gets 
a little late. Shiresh comes to the kitchen 
door, shoots a glare at her and goes 
away. She hurries with the job.

The same evening, Shiresh comes 
home early. Mrs. Mohta, used to watch 
the Mahabharata serial on the tele. He 
picks up the remote and without by your 
leave, selects a fashion channel in which 
slender beauties are cat walking the 
ramp.

Mrs. Mohta goes to the kitchen, 
prepares coffee and silently places it 
before him. She goes to her bedroom, 
picks up a book and starts reading. But 
today she finds herself reading the same 
line again and again.

#
Whenever Jugu visited her, Mrs. Mohta 

would say, “Jugu I don’t know what I’ll do 
if something happens to me suddenly.”

“What do you mean?”

BECOMING A CROW
By Subhash Chandra

Fiction
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BUYING BOOKS IN BANGALORE 
By Adam Yamey

I first visited Bangalore early in 1994 
to get married. Our wedding was held 
at my in-laws’ home 8 Km south of the 
city centre. After the celebrations were 
over, we used to make trips into town, 
often visiting the area around Mahatma 
Gandhi (‘MG’) Road. It was during 
these excursions that I first discovered 
the delights of Bangalore’s bookshops.

The attractions of these shops were 
two-fold. Firstly, they offered a greater 
variety of books (in English) than 
comparably sized bookshops in the 
UK. Secondly, books in India were, and 
still are, cheaper than in the UK. There 
are at least two reasons for this. One 
is that the prices of books published 
in India and Indian editions 
of ‘foreign’ books 
are lower 
than the 
same titles 
in the UK. 
Another is 
the exist-
ence of a 
‘literary 
rate of 

exchange’ for imported books. If, 
say, the UK Pound is worth 80 Indian 
Rupees at the bank, it is valued, say, at 
50 Rupees by Indian book distributors. 
So, the same book that sells for £20 
Pounds in the UK will be sold for 1000 
Rupees in India, thus reducing its cost 
to about £12. 

The better-known bookshops in 
Bangalore include: Higginbothams in 
MG Road; Gangarams in Church Street 
(it was once in MG Road); Sapna and 
Crossword in various places including 
malls. These stores are of less inter-
est to me than the more individual-
istic establishments, which I describe 
below. 

A year or two after my first visit to 
Bangalore, a branch of the well-known 
Bombay bookshop, Strand Bookstall, 
was opened in the Manipal Centre 
near MG Road. It was run by the 

daughter of the founder of the book-
shop in Bombay, and offered a wide 
selection of new books at often ridicu-
lously low prices. There were piles of 
books on the floor and on the shelves 
lining the walls of the low-ceilinged 
bookshop.  Sadly, this shop has disap-
peared from the Manipal Centre.

Premier, one of the most fantastic 
bookshops that has ever existed is 
also no more. It closed some ago 
when its owner, Mr Shanbag, retired. 
I felt almost as if I had suffered a 
bereavement when I arrived where 
the shop used to be located on the 
short stretch of M u s e u m 
R o a d b e t w e e n 

MG Road 
and Church 
Street, and 
found that 
it was no 
l o n g e r 
there. 

F r o m 
t h e 
outside, 
Premier 
c o u l d 
h a v e 
b e e n 

mistaken for a newsagent. A rack 
of magazines stood by the shop's 
entrance. When you stepped inside, 
you felt as if you had entered a book-
lover’s Aladdin’s Cave.  Mr Shanbag, 
who is related to the founder of Strand 
Bookstall in Bombay, used to sit by the 
entrance, hidden behind the piles of 
books cluttering up his tiny desk. The 
rectangular shop’s walls were lined 
with books stacked one upon each 
other, from floor to ceiling. A central 
divider was covered in books. Two 
narrow corridors ran along the length 
of the shop allowing customers and 
staff to penetrate the dingy depths 
of the establishment. Deep inside the 
shop there was a narrow, book-lined 
passage way connecting the two main 
corridors. This was so narrow that most 
adults, and obese children, needed 
to progress along this claustrophobic 
alley sideways. 

In most bookshops, customers can 
pick a book from a shelf, browse it, 

“My blood pressure might shoot up; 
I suffer a stroke and fall down unable 
to reach the door or the phone. Or the 
blood sugar might suddenly plummet, 
and I slip into coma.”

“Don’t worry, Ma. You’ve kept both 
under control. You’re careful with your 
diet. You do Yoga regularly and you keep 
active, doing so much work. “

“Still …”
So the next time, Jugu came she said, 

“Beta I feel absolutely lonely. You take 
me along.”

#
Jugu has left for office.
“I had kept my wallet on the side 

board,” says Shiresh.
“But I didn’t see it,” says Mrs. Mohta.
“Is it possible? It’s not a needle.”
She winces at the innuendo. Have 

things come to such a pass? After half an 
hour he leaves for office. Obviously he 
has found it.

 #
The next day she packs her things, 

serves them dinner and brings her atta-
ché case to the drawing room.

“What’s this Ma?”
“I’m leaving.”
“But why?”
She doesn’t answer.
“Do the children bother you too 

much?”
“They’re darlings. I love them.”
“Is it me? I know I have been harsh 

sometimes.”
She keeps quiet.
“What’s the reason, Ma?” Jugupsa 

gets restless.
“Oh, we’ll only be a phone call away 

from each other.”
The children have wrapped themselves 

around her legs. “Naani don’t go. Why 
are you going away?” 

She lifts each of them and kisses. 
“Will you come again?” asks Tinnu.
“Yes.”
“Sure?”
“You like crows.”
“Yes.”
“I’ll come as a crow. I will sit on the 

balcony grill. But promise you won’t 
come into the balcony when I’m there.”

Subhash Chandra retired as Professor of English-
from Delhi University. He has published four 
books of criticism, several researcharticles as well as 
short stories inIndian and foreign 
journals. His latest collection of 
stories Not justanother story' has 
been publishedin January 2017 
by LiFi Publications New Delhi.

Indian journeys
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and then replace it if necessary. This 
was not the case at Premier.  Only 
the foolhardy or a newcomer to the 
shop would attempt to take a book 
from Premier's bookshelves. The 19th 
century French composer Alkan was 
killed when he was crushed by books 
collapsing on him in his library. A simi-
lar fate awaited those who attempted 
to withdraw a book from Premier's 
shelves. The books were stacked 
precariously. One careless move 
would initiate an avalanche of books. 
This often happened. Shanbag would 
raise an eyebrow, and then he or one 
of his assistants would restore ‘order’ 
in the shelves

You may wonder how customers 
ever managed to browse in Premier. 
It was simple. All that was necessary 
was to ask Shanbag or one of his 
helpers to retrieve the book for you. If 
you were unable to see the book that 
you desired in the morass of volumes 
stacked in the shop, Shanbag would 
be able to tell you instantly whether 
he had it in stock, without resorting to 
a computer or any form of catalogue. 
He knew exactly what he had in his 
shop, and where a book was located if 
he stocked it. And when you had made 
your selection, he would prepare a bill, 
and then knock 20% off the final total, 
if you paid in cash.

A remarkable thing about Shanbag 
was his great understanding of his 
regular customers’ reading habits. He 
could remember what each customer 
had bought previously, even irregular 
customers like me, who only visited 
his shop once or twice a year. He used 
his remarkable fund of knowledge to 
guide his regular customers in making 
their next purchases. His brain kept a 
pattern of each their purchasing habits, 
and thus created their own personal 
reading ‘profiles’. His suggestions 
were rarely far off the mark. Alas, this 
charming bookseller has retired, leav-
ing a great gap in Bangalore's cultural 
landscape.

Two shops, close to where Premier 
used to be, help to make up for its loss: 
Blossom Book House and Bookworm. 
Blossom’s original shop is located on 
Church Street. On the ground floor, 
there are some new and recently 
published volumes, and also a jumble 
of used books, mostly non-fiction.

The first floor is dedicated to fiction, 
both new and used (second-hand). 

Some new books may have been in 
the rows of shelves for so long that 
they now look used. The corridors 
between the parallel bookshelves are 
so narrow, that browsing becomes 
quite an intimate affair. Most of books 
are paperbacks, and the number of 
authors, both Indian and foreign, avail-
able is huge. The arrangement of the 
books defies my comprehension, but 
the assistants can usually direct you to 
approximately where the author you 
are seeking might be located. Some-
times, even they are defeated!

A short staircase located next to 
a cigarette seller leads from Church 
Street into Shrungar Complex. This 
shopping complex consist of a large 
circular building surrounded by a circu-
lar roadway that is linked MG Road. 
The original Bookworm shop is inside 
the central circular edifice. Because of 
the circular nature of the building, the 
shelves in Bookworm radiate out from 
the back, interior, wall of the shop like 
the spokes of a wheel.

The entrance of the shop and its 
display window are dedicated to the 
display of recently published books 
and popular titles. One side of one 
of the spoke-like shelves contains 
a good selection of new copies of 
literature, both Indian and otherwise, 
all in paperback. As with Blossom, all 
prices for new books are discounted in 
comparison with what you would have 
to pay in, for example, Gangarams or 
Higginbothams. 

The remainder of the shop stocks a 
wonderful selection of used books. If 
you are unable to find what you are 

seeking, the helpful owner and his 
assistants will ring through to their 
other branch. If the book is there, you 
will be invited to wait for 'five minutes' 
whilst someone brings the book over 
to the Shrungar branch. 

In addition to finding a whole host 
of books that are not particularly rare, 
Bookworm has come up with trumps 
when I have sought several rare 
editions. For example, they sold me a 
copy of Fazlul Hasan's 1970 history of 
Bangalore, which is scarcely available 
in the second-hand market Also, to my 
amazement, they could find a copy of 
a rare book about Muslim architecture 
in Calicut (Kozhikode).

Since I first drafted this piece about 
eight years ago, things have ‘hotted 
up’ in Church Street. There is an 
entrance to the new MG Road metro 
station, and opposite this there are 
two new, enormous bookshops apart 
from the re-located Gangarams. They 
are branches of both Blossom and 
Bookworm, each of them far larger 
than their ‘parent’ stores, which are 
still thriving. All of this goes to show 
that in the age of the e-book, there 
is still a huge market for paper-based 
books, at least in Bangalore.

Adam Yamey is a Dentist and author. He 
has published several books about the Balkans 
and South Africa. He lives 
in London with his Indian 
wife and visits South India 
regularly.
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MEWAR HONOURS OUTSTANDING YOUNG & OLD 
AND ITS 35TH ANNUAL AWARD EVENT IN UDAIPUR  

By Aline Dobbie
In preparation for my return to 

Udaipur in early March I had read 
the famous Annals & Antiquities of 
Rajasthan by Colonel James Tod. It is 
available in a selected and abridged 
version by E. Jaiwant Paul and is fasci-
nating. Here we are 200 years later 
in India’s 70th Anniversary year of 
nationhood and that abridged book 
speaks of the fascination and respect 
he had for the Peoples of Rajasthan. 
James Tod was a young man out 
from Scotland, and in 1817 he was 
appointed political agent of an exten-
sive area comprising five major states 
of Rajasthan: Mewar, Marwar, Jessul-
mer (Jaisalmer in present spelling), 
Kotah and Boondi. He did much for 
the people of these states and greatly 
endeared himself to them. Indeed, 
a former prime minister of India, I K 
Gujral remarked to the book’s author 
that in the 1920s and 1930s, stories 
from the Annals of Rajasthan were 
a source of inspiration and helped 
kindle the national spirit in the struggle 
against colonialism. Colonel James 
Tod would have been happy to hear 
that, and as a fellow Scot and meeting 
with his great grandson Nicholas Tod 
in Udaipur I would think that his family 
can be very proud of their legacy to 
Mewar.

It is therefore also imperative to 
recall that Maharana Bhupal Singh 
was the first to offer the ancient state 
of Mewar as ‘The sacrificial golden 
fruit’ to bring about the unity of India. 
Udaipur took a leading part in the 
unification process by which over 565 
princely states sought unity and were 
integrated with the Dominion of India 
in 1947 to help to build the present 
independent nation. His successor 
Maharana Bhagwat Singh then had 
the wisdom and foresight to create 
trusts to encourage learning and 
scholarship, and to give assistance to 
the poor and disadvantaged of the 
country. Today Arvind Singh Mewar 
is maintaining the same high tradi-
tion of Mewar, thereby implement-
ing the wishes of his father. He now 
administers the trust and has brought 
modern expertise to augment the 
tourist industry. Arvind Singh Mewar 
is the 76th Custodian of Mewar and 
this great dynasty which had its formal 
inception in the year AD 734.

 I have given you a very potted 

background to the Maharana Mewar 
Charitable Foundation and I had the 
great pleasure of being present for the 
35th Annual Award.

We gathered at Udaipur for the first 
week-end in March, all guests of the 
generous hospitality of Shriji Arvind 
Singh Mewar and were graciously 
entertained over the three or four 
days we could all be there – people 
from England, Scotland, Greece, 
France, Australia, Germany and of 

course distinguished Indians. Look-
ing out from the Sunset Terrace of 
Fateh Prakash Palace Hotel, one of the 
HRH Group of Hotels which has the 
most glorious view of Lake Pichola I 
reflected that here I was: A child at the 
dawn of Indian independence, the last 
of my line of Scots to serve, work, live, 
love and perhaps like many before 
me to die in India – the Land of my 
birth. The Maharana Mewar Founda-
tion Annual Scheme of Awards consti-

Lakshyraj Mewar and Aline

Lakshyaraj Singh Mewar and his Mama HH Maharani

Dynasty
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tutes a major part of the activities of 
MMCF. These Annual Awards were 
instituted in 1980-1981 to recognize 
the academic and sporting achieve-
ments of school and college students 
in Udaipur.  However, the scope and 
spectrum of the awards has been 
steadily widening since 1981; now the 
Annual Awards Ceremony not only 
applauds students but also honours 
international and national scholars for 
their work of permanent value to soci-
ety, Mewar and indeed India on the 
world stage.

There are 17 Awards such as the 
Col James Tod Award, the Haldighati 
Award, Maharana Kumbha Awards, 
Hakim Khan Sur Award and so on. 
Each and every one of the recipients is 
immensely worthy and as an onlooker 
one is filled with respect and admira-
tion for all their achievements. Let me 
give you one example.

Ms Gulabi Sapera ‘Dhanvanti’ was 
born into the nomadic Kalbeliya tribe 
in Ajmer, Rajasthan in November 
1972. She was the seventh child of 
her parents and she suffered the fate 
of many girls from her community who 
were buried alive by the elders just 
one hour after  birth. She was rescued 
by her aunt and has lived to become 
a celebrity as a performing folk artist. 
In 2016 The Government of India 
awarded her the Padma Shri for her 
contribution to the art of folk dance. 
If you were to read the details of her 
childhood you too would be filled with 
admiration for what she has achieved 
despite massive challenges. She is now 
a legendary folk artist and Gulabi has 

conceptualized and choreographed 
her own dance style ‘Kalbeliya’ that is 
now recognized across the world.  She 
has performed in over 165 countries.

The Rana Punja Award is a State 
award. This award was instituted to 
honour works of permanent value to 
society by a person of tribal origin in 
commemoration of the mutual trust 
and continued association between 
the Bhil tribesmen and the House of 
Mewar. Ms Moti Meena is a recipi-
ent. She broke all social customs to 
become a health worker after her 
husband’s death. She has shown a lot 
of courage to do what many women 
from her community were and still are 
afraid to do by standing up for what 

she believes in, shunning the regres-
sive practices imposed in the name 
of tradition, and refusing to remain 
imprisoned within the four walls of 
her house after the demise of her 
husband.

The Colonel James Tod award 
recipient Sir Angus Deaton is Senior 
Scholar and the Dwight D Eisenhower 
Professor of Economics and Interna-
tional Affairs Emeritus at Princeton 
University’s Woodrow Wilson School. 
He is a Scot born in Edinburgh and 
today he enjoys dual citizenship of 
Britain and America. He obtained 
several degrees including a PhD from 
Cambridge University.

Men and women and young children 
were proud recipients of 17 relevant 
awards at a public ceremony and the 
audience applauded with vigour. The 
recipients are people who have given 
a great deal to their communities, 
their state, their country and ultimately 
in some cases to the world.

In the stunning Manek Chowk 
courtyard of the towering City Palace 
as the sun set and the lights came 
on it was very special to be present 
at the ‘Honouring Service of Perma-
nent Value rendered to Society’.  

Aline Dobbie was born in Bareilly, in Uttar 
Pradesh and grew up in India.  She is a Scot and 
lives in Scotland with her husband; they return to 
India annually for several weeks.  She is the travel 
Editor for India Link International magazine and a 
guest blogger for a number of different travel websites 
and print media.

Gulabi with Shriji

Sunset at Udaipur
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Malathy’s Musings

THE OIL BATH 
By Malathy Sitaram

The Romans had their thermaes(bath 
houses), The Finns have their saunas 
and the Turks, Turkish baths. Not to 
be outdone, South Indians have the 
‘oil bath’. The oil bath is one of the 
oldest institutions in South India, a 
practice which testifies to an innate 
but supressed Epicurean streak in 
the Indian character which is gener-
ally puritanical now, ie pervaded with 
ideas of austerity, penance and sacri-
fice. Whole hearted enjoyment or the 
idea of pleasure for pleasure’s 
sake is tempered by involun-
tary feelings of guilt, possibly 
motivated by Hindu beliefs. 
Or, probably because the 
‘good life’ is a relatively new 
thing. It is difficult to throw off 
completely, habits of parsi-
mony and frugality.

The Oil Bath is a concession 
to self-indulgence and at the 
same time an essential part of 
the beauty ritual of the South 
Indian woman. The regional 
distinction has to be made as 
it indicates enormous differ-
ences in language, culture 
and way of life.  Starting as 
early as a week after birth, a 
child  is initiated into the ancient prac-
tice of the oil bath.  The procedure is 
as follows: A thorough massage with 
gingelly or sesame oil from head to 
toe. (This oil is also used for cooking). 
When the child is a little older, it is left 
for a little while in to soak in the rays of 
the sun, a practice especially recom-
mended if the child is suffering from 
rickets.  The head of hair is assiduously 
oiled. When the oiling is completed, 
one is literally dripping with the stuff! It 
is not a viscous oil and has a pleasant 
smell.

Meanwhile cauldrons of hot water 
have been stored ready for us in the 
bathroom.  This precedes the advent 
of the geyser when hot water became 
easily available. In the past, before 
geysers, the bathroom in most South 
Indian homes was quite separate from 
the lavatory. The lavatory by its very 
nature is seen as ‘unclean’. With the 
change from country style living to life 
in townships, the separation could not 
be maintained. I imagine this arrange-

ment would have seemed very unpal-
atable to the orthodox. The bathing 
room would have an outlet in the floor 
to drain away the water in buckets 
which would have been filled in the 
morning. In the old days bath tubs 
were unknown. Big copper cauldrons 
held the hot water and a brass mug 
used for pouring water over oneself.

The next step is to remove the oil 
so painstakingly rubbed in on the 
head and body. To remove oil from 

the hair a substance called ‘sheeka’ 
is used. Better known as soap nut, it 
is a seed with detergent properties 
which is bought in powdered form.  It 
can remove every vestige of oil, whilst 
at the same time rendering one’s hair 
soft and glossy. I remember scream-
ing and jumping up and down if the 
sheeka got into my eyes.  For the 
body, paste made from gram flour 
and ground turmeric performs the 
function of soap. When I was older, I 
added one or more exotic  ingredients 
to this paste such as cream, honey, 
ground almonds, ground orange peel 
and drops of lemon juice. These ingre-
dients were very much in vogue in 
beauty columns in magazines. When 
one has used up the stored water 
to rinse off the pastes, one would 
emerge feeling radiant and refreshed, 
the skin glowing and  satin smooth. 
A sense of well-being permeated the 
whole body as a result of my mother’s 
skilful massage technique.  We would 
find ourselves quite hungry and look-
ing forward to the Sunday treat of tiny 

onion sambar and tomato filled rasam 
for lunch. This Sunday morning ritual 
was never missed unless we were 
travelling or visiting relatives else-
where.  On holiday in Kerala we found 
that most women had very shiny hair, 
far shinier than ours!  We saw them 
trooping to a river in the morning 
with their hair well-oiled and taking a 
bath in the river and probably using 
sheeka to get rid of the oil. I believe in 
Kerala, the oil of choice is coconut oil. 

My mother who like most 
S. Indian ladies considered 
long shiny tresses to be part 
of a girl’s marriage pros-
pects would be exhausted 
by the time three daugh-
ters had been bathed. 
Next, as we emerged with 
our hair dripping, there 
was one more step in the 
weekly ritual. Drying our 
hair. A substance known as 
‘sambrani’, a very pleasant 
smelling resinous gum was 
used for this purpose.  On 
a miniature gridiron or grill 
with a few pieces of live 
charcoal, a pinch of this 
sambrani in its powdered 

form is sprinkled. Immediately fragrant 
clouds of smoke would belch forth. A 
large wicker basket is upturned over 
the gridiron. Each of the three sisters 
would take their turn to lie down with 
one’s head resting on the basket and 
the hair spread all over it. The hair 
is soon enveloped by very fragrant 
smoke and quickly dried.  Had we 
lived in S. India we would be wearing 
a string of jasmine flowers on top of 
our plaits most evenings.  The whole 
house would be full of the fragrance of 
sambrani and jasmine.

Before departing for the U.K., I had 
my hip length hair cut as I knew that an 
oil bath would very likely not be possi-
ble. A bathtub would probably prove 
hazardous if one were to have an oil 
bath! My mother wept. 

Malathy Sitaram was the first Asian to teach 
English in Wiltshire Schools 
and simultaneously, the first 
Asian to be appointed to the 
Swindon Bench of Justices 
of the Peace.   Now retired, 
she is just as busy.
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You rewrote Manhattan
You see Sita disappearing there in a manhole
Boetti embroiders rivers and flags
You decided on the atmosphere
How do you handle something ethereal?
You put your hand in a treasure pot
Of cultural metaphors, paintings, music and words
Your backdrop of Manhattan can change in the play
But you find snakes too, a sari gathered back
In the rubble of folded twin towers
To understand it, you summon Kabir
I marvel at your ‘Atmospheric’ intricacies
A meaning is not in threads 
The truth hides in what is total! 

M. Ram Murty writes in his book, Indian Philosophy: An introduc-
tion, ‘But beyond the illumined mind is the intuitive mind, which 
cognizes superconscious….the overmind is the abode of ……
universal awareness.’  When poems cross boundaries to play with 
religious consciousness, cultural heritage and politics to speak 
for human sufferance, some calling it history, they arrive embroi-
dered with stills of images purified by accomplished poets. We 
then bask in the universal awareness of our soul. Meena Alexander 
is a Distinguished Professor of English at The Graduate Center / 
Hunter College, City University of New York. Her poems avoid the 
academic dryness of linguistic acrobatics to thrive alive, touching 
everything with her ambience.  Meena goes beyond boundaries of 
her immediate visual reality as in her poem ‘Inwood Sita’ to convey 
us to a new landscape of suggestive meanings..  

 
Poetry always excels when a poet does not interfere in its universe.
 
Days later, on Dyckman Street
As cobbles crack
She slips into a manhole,
Waves at me
 
Take from it what you may from Sita disappearing in a manhole 

in Manhattan. 

 Meena Alexander described in The Statesman (India) as 
“undoubtedly one of the finest poets in contemporary times” has 
new work forthcoming in 2018: her eighth book of poetry Atmos-
pheric Embroidery (TriQuarterly Books/ Northwestern UP), an 
expanded edition with new poems of the book published in 2015 
by Hachette India.  Her poems have been set to music, including 
“Impossible Grace,” which was the lyric base of the First Al Quds 
Music Award and “Acqua Alta,” which was set to music by the Swed-
ish composer Jan Sandstrom for the Serikon Music Group’s climate 
change project. I share a special bond with Meena compounded by 
the Jnanpith Award winner, the late Umashankar Joshi, whom Indira 
Gandhi  talked into becoming her minister in a government and 
then dumped before appointment because he would not blindly 
endorse her ways. Joshi told me the story, shared here exclusively 
at Confluence.

Meena is not your ordinary poet trying to please the audience at 
Mushayaras for the vaah-vaahs. Her poems are doors to new plains. 
She supports the diaspora poets. If she is successful, she helps 
them too. Meena constantly challenges her understanding of what 
is immediate. The language is the obvious focus. It fails us and casts 
us away from the truth.  The birth of Jesus is not just an event. She 
transports us to real communion - a spiritual union if you will have 
it - a language:

 
We have no words
For what is happening—
 
Still language endures
Celan said
 
Celan1 closed his famous Bremen speech in 1958 by declaring 

that he "goes toward language with his very being, stricken by and 
seeking reality." He spoke his hope: "A poem . . . can be a message 

in a bottle, sent out in the--not always greatly hopeful--belief that 
somewhere and sometime it could wash up on land, on heartland 
perhaps."

The idea of embroidery in Atmospheric Embroidery, a book 
mentioned above, stems from Boetti’s embroidery, where Boetti’s 
technique was:

 ‘Everything is cut and coupled.’

 Boetti2 had even added an extra e in between his names to 
‘couple them’. Meena creates this relativity by cutting and joining 
the pieces of summer. When the disjointed assemble together, the 
poet is able to derive a simple meaning of human achievement: 

   Now I think it’s a miracle we were able, ever 
To put one foot in front of the other and keep on walking.

 The  poet continues this simple wonderment -‘Everything is cut 
and coupled.’  - in the ‘Aesthetic Knowledge’ and brings a collage 
of tattoos, yoga and the inner landscape, knowledge of a memory 
that consumes us, a misguided language of understanding in the 
name of God, Batman, Sumi and other images. It raises a question 
about knowledge when it is more aesthetic in nature than ‘…alpha-
bets burnt so the truth can be told.’

 The philosophical dimension of quantum physics jolts you in this 
line, in ‘Studio’, because the table is turned around, and instead 
of a particle changing in the ‘quantum observation’, the observer 
changes! Only, the poetry of higher order can create such layers of 
meaning.

 
No one would see her seeing I thought
Without themselves being altered in some way

 A New Yorker at heart, Meena deploys many images for her 
poems as in Harlem Street.

 
‘Cleopatra in dark glasses turns a corner’ and
‘The children of Gaza sing in his veins.’
 
With such images, the poet invokes a canvas of crime and an 

algorithm of a woman as a harlot in the midst of pregnancy. Her 
conclusion is as vivid as defiant:

 
Dear Damage – she writes in her own head – 
My soul knows rivers.

 Meena lives the moments as the New Yorker with a historical 
sense too. This is obvious in her poems, ‘Blues’ with the ’storm-
drunk saxophones,’ and ‘Two for Phillis Wheatley3’ 

 
‘A coarse blanket that covered your nakedness 
When they bought you, slipping off;
 
Your skin blue, ablaze 
In a place where you have nothing left to lose.’

 Meena is a poet every sensitive reader should have on the shelf. 
 
References:
1. Celan: Paul Celan(1920-1970) is still considered one of 
    the great German language poets.
2. Boetti: Alighiero e Boetti (1940-1994) was an Italian 
    conceptual artist. He was famous for a series of embroidered 
    maps of the world, Mappa.
3. Phillis Wheatley: She was the first African-American poet published.
    Bought as a slave by the Wheatley family, she was taught to read 
    and write by them.

Yogesh Patel edits Skylark and runs Word Masala Foundation 
to promote South-Asian diaspora poets.

KABIR AND SITA IN MANHATTAN  
(dedicated to Meena Alexander) 

by Yogesh Patel

Photo by Mona Aipperspach

Through The Poetic Lens
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THE SCHOOL & THE SEAGULL
By Our Chennai correspondent Innamburan

I was at Karaikudi recently for the 
79th annual Kamban Festival; Kamban 
authored the immortal Tamil epic Kamba 
Ramayanam. I was also looking for the 
heirs of the Good Samaritans mentioned 
in my mother’s autobiography. She was 
born there; so was I.  K.Subashini Ph.D, the 
co-founder of the Tamil Heritage Founda-
tion, caught me off guard and comman-
deered me to spend quality-time at Chair-
man  Manicka Vasagam Middle School at 
Devakottai. That visit was to become a 
turning point in my life.

I suggested that parents be invited. 
None came as most were marginalised 
daily wage-earners. The heritage of the 
school is interesting. The 86-year old Prince 
of Devakottai told me that he studied in 
this very school run by Thiruvengadam 
Iyengar for the then elite. The family of Mr. 
Manicka Vasagam,  a former chairman of 
the municipality, donated generously to 
the school. It is poetic justice that it serves 
the down-trodden now.  I learnt that this 

‘nondescript school’ thrived on numerous 
innovations .

The day’s events unfolded themselves in 
an impressive array with military precision. 
A student hoists the National Flag usually.  
That privilege was yielded to me formally. 
A girl of ten compered the proceedings, 
like a sergeant-major. All stood at atten-
tion, saluted the flag and sang the National 
Anthem in unison. At her prompting, one 
student read the day’s news in Tamil, 
another in English, followed by a report on 
a refreshingly new science milestone and, 
much to my delight, a gem of reflective 
practice on critical thinking. The students 
reassembled in the hall for the session I 
was to lead.  Instead, I was led. 

Prime Minister Modi would have been 
won over by the hygiene during the 
midday meal. Each student had a clean 
plate placed on a serviette; a parent-
volunteer ensured smooth service and 
logged his /her comments. The vibrant 
Parent-Teachers Association meets in the 
parents’ humble abodes, in turns, once a 
month.  I was treated to a special repast 
of many students presenting their achieve-
ments with becoming modesty. Most had 

more than 15 testimonials. Dhanalakshmi 
was the record-holder with 46 rewards; 
both her parents are labourers. I did gain 
the impression that the parents were also 
receiving guidance on livelihood issues. As 
Wordsworth put it in 1802,  “The Child is 
father of the Man”.

We opted for a Q & A session. I was 
grilled by probing questions that kept me 
on my toes for four hours! I had earlier 
commended their habit of note-taking. A 
daily re-read of the previous day’s lessons, 
an analytical study of that day’s lessons and 
a survey of the next day’s lessons, I said, 
can avert slogging for the examination. 
We had an interesting exchange of views 
about reading as a habit. I had hinted that 
only death can arrest one’s studious way 
of life. I was quizzed as to how much I 
followed my own advice! I suggested their 
keeping a diary for four years in one page 
by suitably partitioning it; I said two such 
diaries will show their intellectual growth in 
eight years, in a comparable format. This 

was whole-heartedly welcomed. Mr. L. 
Chokkalingam, the Headmaster suggested 
my sending a quote and my comments 
thereon in a single page for display. He is 
always brimming with ideas.

Some samples from the Q & A session:
Parameswari asked me to cite some 

exemplary decisions by me. I told her 
about my opting for the Indian Audit & 
Accounts Service, as it guaranteed statu-
tory autonomy. I also mentioned return-
ing to India, though settled in the United 
Kingdom, for academic work in Tamil I had 
earlier mentioned two politicians, whom I 
admired. Jagadeeswaran wished to know 
more. I told him how Nehru took our 
objection to the government footing his 
election expenses in proper perspective; 
he paid it from his pocket and thanked 
the ‘ever vigilant’ Accountant General, 
Madras, handsomely. We had a good 
laugh as all knew the contemporary aber-
rations. The other was Mr.Hitendra Desai, 
the Chief Minister of Gujarat in 1966. I was 
the Financial Adviser. His advice to me was 
that I do not have to rationalize consent to 
proposed expenditure. I was obliged, he 

said, to cite reasons and suggest alterna-
tives, if I vetoed any proposal. 

I told the children that this advice 
stood me in good stead throughout my 
career. I had mentioned that the Coun-
cil Libraries welcomed me in Tamil and 
other languages in the U.K. This led to a 
spirited discussion on language-learning 
and they readily accepted that while the 
mother tongue is a must, a polyglot is 
better endowed. Karthikeyan wanted 
me to name the language that attracted 
me. I mentioned Arabic that excelled in 
calligraphy, cadence and exact meaning. 
I mentioned Mr.A. Srinivasaraghavan, the 
scholar, as my favourite teacher to Raji 
and confessed to Bharathkumar that I was 
pressurised by my father to enter the civil 
service.  We had, thanks to Chinnammal, a 
hilarious discussion on my love for native 
cricket called kittipull. Karthika floored 
me by asking about my best friend. I had 
recently lost Mr. K.R.V.Subramanian, a 
bosom friend of 65 years. I almost broke 

down when I recalled that bond. 
In sum, we learnt from each other.
The link to Richard Bach’s Jonathan 

Livingston Seagull is obvious. Jonathan is 
a metaphor for flying; he flew higher and 
higher for his love of flying rather than 
searching for food. I indulged in a hurried 
story-telling session on ambition with 
Jonathan as the model. The children were 
transfixed with wonderment. I am planning 
a follow-on session.

Good news travels fast, like the Olym-
pian’s javelin throw. I addressed my service 
colleagues on this School, on April 15. 
They were transfixed and some shared 
similar stories. India will be transformed 
only through such schools. 

Srinivasan Soundararajan (Innamburan) is a 
Tamil scholar with degrees in Economics, Applied 
Sociology and Tamil Literature. He has long retired 
from the Indian Audit and Accounts Service in 
which he served as Additional Deputy Comptroller 
&Auditor General of India. He 
has also spent some years working 
in the UK as an Adviser for the 
Citizens’ Advice Bureau.

Chennai Calling
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SO BANDRA!
By Dawood Ali McCallum

I set myself in this short essay a simple 
task: to proclaim and defend my belief that 
1) Mumbai is the greatest city on earth and 
2) that Bandra is the very best of all that 
makes Mumbai great. 

I was brought up on a cultural diet that 
variously celebrated Hollywood and New 
York as the places all others aspire to 
be and where everyone with any ambi-
tion should want to live and work. Sadly 
I found both to be a tawdry reflection of 
their cinema avatars.  Oversold, over-
blown places, well past their best days. 
Conversely, in Mumbai I found all that I 
had hoped but failed to find in NYC. Blithe 
confidence, generous spirit and breath-
taking scale. Energy. Drive and a real sense 
of being where the action is. The here and 
the now. And the names! Lower Parel. 
Mazagaon. Breach Candy. Nariman Point. 
If they alone don’t stir one’s heart and soul, 
I don’t know what will.

If Mumbai is my New York, Bandra is 
my Hollywood. Of course, it’s the home of 
the stars, but there’s so much more to it 
than that. It’s all that the name Hollywood 
conjures up: the romance, the glamour, 
the grandeur of the dreams and the hint 
of mystery. A whiff of scandal and a fetish 
fo style. 

I first visited Bandra a quarter of a 
century ago. In those days, it seemed a 
long way from the centre of things. The 
queen of suburbs perhaps, but still a 
suburb. A super-crush train journey out 
of Churchgate or a hard-honking taxi ride 
around Mahim Bay - so distant that you 
couldn’t find a cab willing to take to you 
back into the city after eight pm. Now, 
thanks to cutting edge communications, 
Mumbai’s inexorable growth and the 
construction of the 5.5 Km Sea Link across 
to Worli, it’s both metaphorically and liter-
ally, connected. 

I was there again earlier this year and my 
passion for the place has been rekindled, 
confirmed and deepened. On arrival we 
took a cab from the airport, searching for 
the new home of an old friend, Bandra 
born and bred. Soon hopelessly lost, we 
asked a passer-by for help: Yes, she knew 
the place we were looking for, she said, 
adding that as she was going that way 
could we give her a ride? Once settled 
comfortably next to the driver, she turned, 
looked us up and down and said, ‘So, are 
you Catholics?’  We shared this with our 
host after we finally found his house (which 
wasn’t anywhere near where our guide had 
assured us it was) and he laughed. ‘That’s 
so Bandra!’ he said proudly. 

So many things are ‘so Bandra’. The 

khaki dressed hard men running security at 
a movie star’s gate, glowering at the huddle 
of hopeful fans on the street outside. A 
huddle that expands and contracts with 
the stated locale of their hero and the time 
of the day, but never quite disperses.  The 
Sassy Spoon on Hill Road. Papa Pancho 
da Dhaba near Pali Market. Super-trendy 
restaurants with a fascinatingly diverse 
clientele. Those overweight young guys 

in ironic t-shirts hunched over their smart 
phones? CGI engineers? Those long 
limbed blonde women speaking Russian? 
Dancers at one of the in the movie studios? 
Cake in a shop where, if they say a cake 
has rum in it, we’re talking bottle not cup. 
Lunch at the Otters Club with some smart, 
successful operators, who understand how 
things work and know how to get things 
done. Real 21st Century Movers and shak-
ers. Talk of old acquaintances, rising prices 
and new deals stops as one, spotting a 
fellow member in shorts near the pool with 
his feet up on a seat, observes in disgust 
‘That fellow should be rusticated!’ 

One evening I went for a haircut, and 
decided, as a tribute to Johnny Walker 
(the actor, not the whisky, although the 
latter might have influenced the quality of 
my decision making) to accept the offer of 
a Malish. It was every bit as head slapping 
and stiff-finger kneading as I remember it 
in ‘Pyaasa’ but that was only the start: All 
I will say before we draw a veil over the 
incident is that a strange man strapping a 
vibrator on to the back of his hand then 
ramming his high voltage enhanced fore-
finger into one’s ear is an experience way 
too intimate on first acquaintance. 

Whilst regaling friends with the tale and 
flaunting my newly shaven and somewhat 
tender head we returned to the question 
of what makes Bandra so special. Another 
lifelong resident told me what summed 
it up for him: One day he sneezed as he 
was walking along the street and a passing 
rickshaw-wallah shouted out ‘Bless you!’

On our last day in Bandra, I picked up 
a copy of the local edition of the Mumbai 
Mirror which was gleefully headlined ‘How 
Royal China Landed Itself In A Right Royal 
Mess!’ The story below described how 
a ‘popular eatery’ on Turner Road was 
knocked down by civic authorities on a 
Friday, reopened for business the next 
day only to be re-demolished on Sunday. 
I suspect that’s so Bandra too.  

But the image of Bandra that will stay 
with me long after all others have faded 
will be of the Prominade. Young couples 
staring out to sea. Short, thin men walking 
ludicrously big dogs. A young woman in 
designer trainers and micro shorts jogging 
past sari-ed matrons walking stiff-kneed in 
the fresh morning air. 

Dawood Ali McCallum is the 
author of a series of novels published 
in India and the UK. Learn more at 
www. dawoodalimccallum.com    

Travelogue
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Book Review

One rarely comes across a contem-
porary collection of short stories, which 
has  such vast diversity of subjects, 
characters, psychological and social 
concerns as one does in Not Just 
Another Story by Subhash Chandra. 

The collection has seventeen 
stories, each in familiar and not 
so familiar settings, but all equally  
effectively speaking directly to the 
reader. A few of these have appeared 
in highly respected journals, such as, 
South Asian Ensemble: A Canadian  
Quarterly of Arts, Literature and 
Culture, Reading Hour and The 
Commonwealth Review. But before 
discussing the stories, a polemical 
point or two may be in order.

It is often said in academic circles 
that only the works of the great three, 
viz. Mulk Raj Anand, R.K. Narayan and 
Raja Rao (and also Salman Rushdie) 
represent a true and authentic India in 
Indian writing in English.

The novels of the diasporic writers 
which received much academic atten-
tion in the West during the heyday of 
postcolonial theory, and were about 
the liminal existence of migrants in 
the first world also presented a picture 
of India from a frozen point of time in 
their memory. Despite her great merits 
as a storyteller, even Jhumpa Lahiri 
was not exceptional. 

This, along with several other less 
original writings by ‘midnight’s chil-
dren’ may have acted as fodder to 
the cannon of the critical brigade who 
often trained their guns on the new 
breed. However, this type of criticism 
has all but disappeared, as young 
and not so young writers following 
the example of Chetan Bhagat with a 
small-town background have emerged 
and they write about their lived world. 
The English in some of these may be 
somewhat infelicitous but the char-
acters and situations are mostly and 
unmistakably Indian -- whether their 
settings be of urban, rural or small 
town culture. 

 
In this context, the seventeen short 

stories by Subhash Chandra, a child of 
the Partition carrying strong memories 
of trauma of separation and uproot-

ing with a small-town background 
(childhood spent in the hinterlands 
of Uttar Pradesh) are highly riveting. 
There is an occasional autobiographi-
cal passage like the one below, which 
when blended with the fictional, 
charges the stories with remarkable 
vitality and one loves to read them:

“We had migrated from West Paki-

stan in the aftermath of the Partition 
and settled in Meerut... Our parents 
somehow eked out a small living, 
doing sundry jobs. Our mothers sent 
us every now and then to buy loose 
tea leaves, salt, chillies, or sugar, or 
dal for one or two annas ( one anna 
was the sixteenth part of a rupee).” 
(“Speed Post”).

But  there are also stories that use 
the first person singular, in which 
subjectivity is far removed from the 
author’s and yet they come through as 
fine examples of short fiction.

Chandra has lived almost all his 
adult life in metropolitan Delhi, and 
has seen it all. Therefore, his stories 
offer a plethora of characters drawn 
from diverse walks of life and loca-
tions, people of all ages, of different 
sexual orientation, as well as being of 
dissimilar class and caste affiliation. 

The variety of “points of view” is 

mindboggling. So are the plots. A few 
stories have for their themes taboo 
subjects like visiting brothels (“I Have 
No Name,”) and same-sex love (“That 
Many Splendoured Thing,” and “Fresh 
Vegetables”). But there are traditional 
themes of astrology as well.

There are characters in urban 
settings (“It is All Over,” and The 
Neurotic,”) and also in semi-feudal 
settings (“Catapult”).  A wide range 
of relationships are explored in the 
stories: marital, between friends, 
and father and son. You have a story 
with supernatural treatment, (Wah 
Taj!”) and alongside there is another 
with hard modern science like “The 
Gynaecologist.”   

A few stories are fast-paced, with lots 
happening on every page, while some 
read sluggish; however the author, the 
craftsman that he is, allows the subject 
and gravity of the theme to determine 
the pace. 

The characters travel from India to 
the first world, waiting for flights, but 
they are preoccupied with thoughts 
of “kriya karm,” “kapala kriya,”  and 
“moksha.” The fact is that the author 
does not exoticise these for the 
diasporic audience nor for the readers 
of the first world. It is obvious that the 
author expects the reader either to 
know these Indian rituals and customs 
or find out for himself or herself. 
No glossary is provided and that is 
suggestive of the author’s postcolonial 
nonchalance. 

Indian ways of calling people with 
Hinglishisms, such as “uncleji” or even 
Hindi appellations such as bhaiya, 
bhaisahib, Saali Raand etc. are a 
delight. 

Insofar as themes are concerned, 
my favourites are those which reek 
of revenge and regret.  “Moksha,” 
“Mukti” and “Catapult” fall in this 
category. A couple of stories are almost 
self-reflexive about reading and writ-
ing.  “Poet-Father” and “Sorry Father” 
tell us about the writer’s predicament 
and occasional sense of self-fulfilment. 

SUBHASH CHANDRA'S 'NOT JUST ANOTHER STORY'
Reviewed by Sumanyu Satpathy

Continued on Page 16..
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South African Newsletter 

THE LEADERS WHO GAVE US JUNK 
By Devi Rajab  

“Where is the sense of morality, 
where is the sense of empathy for 
the suffering black masses? Instead 
we notice that our leaders are living 
grand lives and amassing great wealth 
at the expense of the people. Zuma 
will go down in history as the leader 
who gave us Junk while he hoarded 
the wealth for his family and friends.”

When demoralised South African 
youth find a home in a party which 
gives them a false sense of pride and 
meaning in their hard lives, they are 
grateful. They have found a cause and 
a sense of power with this. Otherwise 
who cares for the lost generation? 
Now they have yellow Tshirts and 
even the face of No 1 on their chest. 
The same may apply to other youth 
in political parties who offer a home, 
an identity and feeling of belonging. 
But it behoves a political party leader-
ship to  control and guide youth under 
their banner. This obviously did not 
happen at the recent Ahmed Kathrada 
memorial function held in Durban 
this weekend. In granting permission 
to the youth League to attend the 
memorial ceremony the Durban High 
Court ruling inadvertently contributed 
to turning a memorial ceremony into a 
political rally.

“Zuma must stay“ “Loyalty to our 
President” “Down with his dissenters” 
scream the misdirected ANC youth 
league. It’s nothing more than a game 
for them; a game of us and them. One 
people divided by truth.  Their plac-
ards tell the whole story of their rather 

impoverished lives and their utterances 
reveal their serious lack of education. 
Their fight for their President sadly will 
bear few fruits for themselves. Their 
beleaguered President will have little 
to offer them in terms of employment, 
housing, health care or education. 
Their lack of education will keep them 
trapped into being no more than pall 
bearers to their nation’s state capture. 
At the end of their marches they will 
go home to seek help from pensioned 
“Gogos” and domestic worker moth-
ers. They will go back to poorly 
constructed RDP homes no bigger 
than a matchbox to an ant. They will 
go back to townships with no ameni-
ties, no parks, no libraries or hospitals. 
Have their lives changed at all after 23 
years of freedom? They are the fodder 
on which their President and his merry 
men and swooning women will feed 
off. Is it fair to lie to our youth? Is it 
fair to use them to advance a pilferers 
cause? We used our children to fight 
for us at Sharpville and in the Soweto 
uprising and now we have no qualms 
to mislead them into fighting for an 
unjust cause. Where is the sense of 
morality, where is the sense of empa-
thy for the suffering black masses? 
Instead we notice that our leaders 
are living grand lives and amassing 

great wealth at the expense of the 
people. Zuma will go down in history 
as the leader who gave us Junk while 
he hoarded the wealth for his family 
and friends. His supporters will be 
remembered only for their sycophan-
tic behaviour as they prop up Africa’s 
scourge described disturbingly in Alec 
Russell’s Big Men, Little People.

When corruption is held up as a 
virtue disguised as loyalty to a once 
great political party, people need to 
start questioning where their loyalty 
should lie. Unquestioning loyalty is a 
dangerous concept. It mars clear and 
critical thinking. Historian and Politi-
cal scientist Benedict Anderson, the 
author of the book Imagined Commu-
nities, which explored the origins of 
nationalism once said “ No one can 
be a true nationalist who is incapable 
of feeling ashamed if her or his state or 
government commits crimes, includ-
ing those against their fellow citizens.  
In this respect Pravin Gordhan is more 
of a loyal South African than any of his 
Zuma aligned comrades who are only 
there to defend Zuma  for what they 
hope to get from him. I am reminded 
of the famous fable by Hans Christian 
Andersen The Emperors New  Clothes 
about two weavers who promise an 
emperor a new suit of clothes that they 
say is invisible to those who are unfit 
for their positions, stupid, or incom-
petent. When the Emperor parades 
before his subjects in his new clothes, 
no one dares to say that they don't 
see any suit of clothes on him for fear 
that they will be seen as "unfit for their 
positions, stupid, or incompetent". 
Finally, a child cries out, "But he 

isn't wearing anything at all!"   So 
who will tell our President the truth if 
not for those who are brave enough to 
voice their opinions? 

What we  are experiencing in SA and 
in much of the world today is a battle 
between good and bad; virtuous and 

Photos by Reuters
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malevolent; truth and lies; rich and 
poor and might and right. Hovering as 
an overcast cloud are movements of 
anti-intellectualism, anti-democracy, 
anti-liberalism and pro authoritarian 
plutocracies and oligarchies  where 
control lies in the hands of a few.  Many 
thinking and caring South Africans 
are feeling ashamed and saddened 
by what is happening to our country 
right now. Under the scrutiny of inter-

Continued from Page 14

I find the idiom a bit forced on occa-
sion; Americanisms as well as Indian-
isms can be seen sometimes in one 
sentence. For example” 

““You’ve a car and driver at your 
disposal 24X7. You can zip across the 
city in a jiffy” (“The Gynaecologist”). 
Mercifully they are not too many.

And then suddenly one comes 
across some one-liners which linger in 
memory long after one has put away 
the book:

“Sometimes, memory has carbun-
cles which time does not heal” Or, 
“I retched, ran to the washroom and 
vomited my desire for sex, for life,” 
(“Moksha”). Or even phrases like, 

Photos by Reuters

“glued in a wholehearted kiss” or 
“Kanika materialized from the fog like 
a nymph” (“That Many-Splendoured 
Thing”) or “Then she encircled her 
with her arm” (“Fresh Vegetables”). 
Such lines are absolutely stunning.

Finally, though all the stories are not 
of equal merit or uniformly top class, 
the good-reads far outnumber the 
not-so-dull ones. In fact, even those 
that do not seem to promise much 
initially gather steam and end with a 
bang.

The cover is suitably suggestive and 
yet mysterious. The title, Not Just 
Another Story, is amply justified, as the 
stories shift the angle of the viewing 
lens of the reader. 

Overall, a must-buy collection of 
stories.  

LiFi Publications Pvt. Ltd., New 
Delhi, pp. 170, Rs. 225.

 
Sumanyu Satpathy, currently a Fellow at the 
Indian Institute of Advanced Study, Shimla, 
is a former Professor of English, University of 
Delhi. His books include Southern Postcolo-
nialisms (Routledge, 2008). He has published

numerous research articles in Indian and 
International journals, such as, 
EPW, English Language Notes, 
Ariel, Papers in Language and 
Literature, Notes and Queries 
etc. 

national eyes we fit the stereotype of 
Africa’s downward trajectory. Our fall 
to junk status fits this bill.  And yet 
we have a viable democracy, a good 
constitution, an independent judici-
ary and we have a robust civil society. 
In addition we have an incredible 
wealth in human resources of the most 
talented and committed South Afri-
cans. If we only had to call upon our 
elders our African intelligentsia, our 

religious leaders, our senior politicians 
we would have an army fit to save our 
beloved country.  We need to unleash 
that little child of innocence to find our 
moral compass once more.   

Dr. Devi Rajab is a respected South Afri-
can journalist and former Dean of Student 
Development at UKZN and the author of 
several books. 
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Book Review

In spite of all the loud slogans that hold 
India in thrall no one can deny that all is not 
well in the state of India. There are scams 
every where and corruption corrodes 
good governance. The Kerala born jour-
nalist Josy Joseph has investigated many 
notorious cases, among them the Adarsh 
Apartment  scam, the Naval War Room 
Leak, the Commonwealth Games scandal 
and the 2G Spectrum Allocation fraud. His 
book A Feast of Vultures: the hidden busi-
ness of democracy in India (HarperCollins 
India. ISBN 978-93-5029-751-3. Rs. 599) 
is a hard hitting, no holds barred, report 
on the rot that is destroying the body and 
soul of the nation. He spares none, fear-
lessly names names and plunges deep into 
the evil alliance of big business and politi-
cal gangsterism. He has beencajoled and 
threatened in equal measure.

    During the Nehru era when the 
country was imitating the Soviet model of 
socialism one required a licence for most 
economic activities and hence the term 
Licence Raj. It was then that intermediaries 
swarmed into New Delhi to bribe ministers 
and senior bureaucrats for import licences 
which they then sold on to established 
business houses. The bureaucrats had 
power in those days but have since been 
demoted to the status of mere babus, 
clerks.

Now if a babu ignores his minister's 
bidding he is transferred to a distant unim-
portant posting where he bides his days in 
obscurity or in desperation resigns.

    However, India has become a 'free 
economy' or, more correctly, a free-boot-
ing economy and corruption has seduced 
the very soul of Indian culture. Joseph 
provides several examples. He describes 
the shenanigans of the liquor baron Vijay 
Mallaya

of Kingfisher Airlines fame. The man 
was an MP who when things got too hot 
in India simply slipped off, first class, to 
Britain where he lives quite comfortably 
serving what he terms his forced exile. The 
super rich of South Asia have stashed away 
enough funds in Pounds, Dollars and Swiss 
Francs to live comfortably in whichever 
clime suits them.

    While millions of children suffer from 
malnutrition and more millionsare denied 
a decent primary school education the 
country spends billionsbuying arms from 
Russia, Britain, the USA, France and Israel. 
In fact, India is one of the world's biggest 
importers of military hardware. It is in 
this lucrative area that arms dealers and 
middlemen flourish. The chapter titled 
'Arms and the Middlemen' discloses the 
whole murky business where vast kick-
backs from foreign arms manufacturers are 
deposited in impregnable tax havens. No 
Indian government has yet managed to 
tackle this problem. 

     The problem has indeed got worse 
because parliament now harbours industri-
alists and businessmen all of whom have 
an axe to grind. As an MP Mallya was on 
the parliamentary committees concerning 
civil aviation, defence and industry. A neat 
and cosy arrangement. Mind you, he is 
right when he says that there are people 
in India who are out to get him. But then 
being an intelligent entrepreneur he must 
know that there are many in his homeland 
who envy him.  

    Rahul Bajaj of the automobile 
company which bears his name stood up 

in parliament to question what the ministry 
of finance was doing for the automobile 
industry.

Parimal Nathwani of Reliance Indus-
tries defended his company which is the 
country's leading producer of natural gas. 
Kalpataru Das whose family is in mining sat 
on the select committee that scrutinized 
the new mining bill. And thus the list goes 
on.

     In 2010 it was estimated that 128 
members of the Lok Sabha (the lower 
house) had known or potential conflicts 
of interest. In 2014 at least 92 members 
of the Rajya Sabha (the upper house) had 
declared their pecuniary interests.

    It would be no exaggeration to say 
that many of India's law makers are law 
breakers.

According to Markandey Katju, retired 
judge of the Supreme Court of India, 
corruptionhas even seeped into the high-
est courts of the country. And Katju claims 
that he has proof that a corrupt judge was 
not only promoted but also get extensions.

    

REGINALD MASSEY’S BOOK PAGE
 Prime Minister Modi swept into power 

with extravagant promises. It is no secret 
that he is on good terms with capitalists 
such as the Adanis and the Ambanis. 
Mukesh Ambani of Reliance Industries 
is India's richest man who lives in Antilia, 
a specially constructed luxury palace in 
Mumbai which overlooks poverty and 
misery.

Slum dwellers collect to marvel at a 
construction that has been called the Taj 
Mahal of the new century. To be rich in a 
poor country has a special and peculiar 
pleasure because money bestows power. 
Joseph writes that Mukesh and his brother 
Anil " were at the vanguard of the indus-
trialists and other luminaries who helped 
Narendra Modi sanitize his image of the 
stigma of the Gujarat pogrom of 2002." 
The reader can draw his own conclusions 
from that statement.                                             

     Even typists who are wily and care-
ful can make it big and exert as much 
clout as cabinet ministers. The country 
is a paradise for crooks, con men and 
god-men. Joseph records the careers of 
three individuals: M.O. Mathai who was 
Nehru's typist-private secretary and who 
later claimed that he was Indira Gandhi's 
lover; R.K. Dhawan, who started as Indira 
Gandhi's typist and then became her 
secretary cum custodian when she became 
Prime Minister; and Vincent George who 
began his career  as Rajiv Gandhi's typist 
and later, when Rajiv became Prime Minis-
ter, the PM's private secretary. After Rajiv's 
assassination George donned the mantle 
of friend  and well wisher of Rajiv's widow 
Sonia and her children.

     Indian cricket has also been infected 
with the virus of conspiracy and corrup-
tion. How Anurag Thakur, a BJP member 
of parliament, became president of the 
Board of Control

for Cricket in India is a fascinating story 
waiting to be made into a Bollywood film.  

      Joseph's book presents India warts 
and all. It is essential reading for all those 
who care about the future of the country. 
The fate of over a billion human beings is 
at stake.

Let us not forget that India ranks 118th 
among 157 countries according to the 
UN's World Happiness Index. Pakistan 
and even Bangladesh outrank India. Much, 
therefore, has to be put right.

 
In September 2015 one of Reginald Massey's 
poems was awarded the first prize in the 
all-British Forward Poetry competition.  
He has been writing a regular Book Page for 
CONFLUENCE for years. Most 
of his books are available from 
Amazon UK.

  Book Review

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eox0LNoxSsM
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BLAME

Blame resides in time and choice, and 

time switches, twists, turns, vaults… 

Choices can be sticky, and stickiness can be by choice

Yesterday I was there thinking of how it would be here

Today I am here thinking of how it was there

No one told us in childhood that dreams can get 

caught in the mesh of time, space, and matter 

Moby Dick chops off many an Ahab’s leg, and many 

Moby Dick aren’t lucky. Or Ahab. Perception.

Perception is not reality as there is no one reality. 

I can enter the storm anytime, and like a flying potter, 

create, create, and create anew. Surely, I will change in the 

storm, and you’ll blame me for changing on you. I’ll blame 

you for letting me go so easily. Unknown to you, you are 

still in your own raging storm, one that you created having 

tea one day in a picturesque non-native road side café in 

a world we knew nothing much about like the new planet 

X just beyond disowned Pluto.  We just believed all you 

told us.  Belief and blame can be ignorant bed partners.

Blame is sitting on the matted daybed outside in 

the sunny courtyard now, fanning its sweat. It asks 

for cold water. As I hand over the glass, managing 

a crooked smile it whispers, “you two keep fighting 

while I bask in the glory of your lost opportunities.”

Poetry corner

STORIES
By Anita Nahal

We all have stories to tell

depends on which and how,

peeling off layers, slowly,

as in an onion, the smell

of which putrefies my sensibilities

which I camouflage in sweet and sour

notes. Like Hemingway, we can

only touch the surface, not interested

in delving deeper into hidden

reservoirs of subterranean icebergs,

and scratch only those that we can bear to share

wherein secrets don’t hide under

banisters like fearful dirt not meeting the eyes,

or chose to remain quiet like a night owl

walking in reviving morning mists

as many may not understand.

Either way, some may just

peer into reflections of

carefully crafted holiday pictures.
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Poetry Corner

COSMIC DANCE 
by Cyril Dabydeen 

The way we’ve come to it with 
one breath, heaving in with more 
than the lotus flower, or what we 
contrive because of longings of  

the spirit with mystics of old,
rishies at our doorstep, or what’s
conceived of only in the Vedas.

Going beyond an ashram in Rishikesh, 
or somewhere like it, it’s the cowherd girls,

gopies, with choreography in their eyebrows 
I think about, their foreheads arched, 

hands & feet filigreed–as I will imagine 
Britney Spears, Paris Hilton, or Shakira 

belly-dancing, when the god Shiva appears, 
preserver & destroyer--

celestial fires burning; and I will want 
to do penance or make sacrifices, 
just pretending I’ve been singular 

--over the years. 

ii
Shiva’s presence with his consort Parvati 

(in the guise of fearsome Kali, tongue 
stretched out), and nothing will be the same 

again because of what keeps occurring 
down through the years; indeed,  
I will want to be before an altar 

wrestling with faith, which upstarts 
like Hitchens or Dawkins will never 

acknowledge or know about–as I aim 
to be an avatar of sorts seeking 

enlightenment in Canada
--in ice & cold.

Yoga in me, I subject myself to rebirth 
one last time and stare into the waters 
of the Ganges (I imagine), even if it’s 
only a lotus flower blossoming, or my 

seeing the St Lawrence: a miracle again–
that I twist & twirl, one foot pressed down, 
Nataraja-like, on a dwarf (ignorance, see),  

and drums beating; and fire: oh fire, 
as I seek escape from illusion, 

non-attachment really
-- nirvana in the offing.

–in Unanimous Night (Black Moss Press, Ontario, Canada, 2009) 

SURFACING
  A seance, it seems,    
  as I come to you  
  with tremors 
     
  The spirit only,  
  my other self-- 
  if you must know

ONLY YOU    
by Ananya S Guha

 
will know, will do 

what the ancient mountain tells
which spouts torrid waters, matching 

with heavenly skies, yes only you
will wish that I was not born

into this cesspool of lies
as my face uncovers untruths, truths
of you, me and only you will decipher

how the snake hydra headed has a honeyed 
accent of love, betrayal, as only you

can hold that mirror close to your heart.

 CROWS   
It was day of awful

black crows, nesting
by the side, cawing.

They hovered in frenzy,
went out to the rains

to have a bath.
Sloshed, drenched

they came back 
with their antics.
Somnambulists,

they stand on an edge
of a precipice;taking

you with their gauche,
black-coloured bodies.

You are afloat watching them.
They are mirrors,in which

we are cadavers.

  Making faces at  
  those left behind,
  ancestry being all
 
  I am left with in 
  another place or  
  time, believe me
  
  What I bring to you, 
  never far behind-- 
  from long ago
    
  Heart beating faster:
   a signpost really, 
  what’s being offered
 
  At a glance--  
  a turnaround,
  nothing less 
 
  Closing my eyes,  
  looking back at 
  you, once again

  Poetry corner
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Our annual trip to India took a differ-
ent route this February. This time, we 
were going to explore the South. 
We almost didn’t make it, the reason 
being that we were in the midst of 
acquiring a new kitchen. Structural 
changes posed a challenge – the 
project would entail major changes 
and major tensions. Falling short of 
a divorce, we went ahead with the 
project, having had to make do with 
a make-shift kitchen since November. 
Spirits were low. We had missed a 
family wedding and had no hope of 
attending my cousin’s 70th birthday 
celebration in Coonoor till Rohini, 
our daughter offered to manage the 
“Kitchen Project” in our absence.

We flew to Bangalore, arriving 
at 5 a.m. IST on February 23rd.  An 
hour’s ride through the beautiful 
landscaped garden of the airport 
area to my niece, Umi’s apartment in 
the heart of the city was a pleasure. 
It was a Monday and work beckoned 
her but we were ready for a rest. 
Umi had planned our itinerary for 
Coonoor, a hill station. We took an 
early morning flight to Coimbatore 
on 24th February and decided to 
drive to Coonoor straightaway. As 
we climbed, the ascent got more and 
more picturesque. Surprisingly, we 
reached much ahead of lunch time 
and were delighted with our cottage, 
‘Richmount’ in Upper Coonoor. Ravi 
and his wife were perfect hosts.

I had a mission to achieve – I had 
promised a dear friend to get infor-
mation from church records about 
the death and burial of an acquaint-
ance of hers who died in Coonoor so 
I decided to visit All Saints Church.  
Built in 1851 in cream with terracotta 
roof tiles it is a striking landmark. 
Sadly, it was closed.

Lunch was awaiting us at Richmount. 
We had a sumptuous South Indian 
meal, caught up with cousins and then 
headed for Tiger Hill, a beautiful spot 
with cascading tea gardens and misty 
Nilgiris in the 
background. 
The shrub 
“Kurunji” turns 
the hills blue 
every 12 years 
hence the 
name, Nilgiris 
– Blue Moun-
tains. It grows 
at the junction 
of the Eastern 
and Western 
Ghats and is 

of special interest to bota-
nists and entomologists. 
The views were breath 
taking and the atmosphere 
calm and serene. The 
Cemetery was locked so, 
we walked along the hill 
soaking in the warmth of 
the late afternoon sun till 
the driver reminded us that 
it was time to trek down as 
wild bison might arrive in 
hordes. We promptly got 

DISCOVERING SOUTH INDIA (PART 1)  
By Uma Phalke

into the car and decided to visit the 
Railway Station, now on the Unesco 
World Heritage list.  

The following day our lunch was at 
the Wellington 
G y m k h a n a 
Club. Origi-
nally estab-
lished as a 
garrison club 
in 1873, it has 
seen many 
changes. It 
was a delight 
to be a part of 
that old -world 
charm of the 
Club that over-

looks the Golf Course. Retired Army 
and Naval Officers, tea planters, busi-
ness men, ladies in traditional float-
ing chiffons sarees and the younger 
generation dressed in up to date 
Western and Indian fashion added 
charisma. I loved the relaxed atmos-
phere. Most of them were strangers 
but I felt welcome and was interested 
to find out about their lives and what 
brought them to Coonoor. They are 
from all parts of India and one from 
England. They are passionate about 
the place, have a realistic view of 

Wellington Club

Tiger Hills

Cunoor railway station
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the challenges of the 21st century, 
and wish to preserve its heritage and 
natural assets. 

My cousin’s birthday celebration on 
Sunday 26 February was at the Ooty 
Club.  Ooty, the Queen of Hill Stations 
was originally inhabited by the tribal 
community, the Todas. The British 
discovered it in 1819 and the Club 
was established in 1841. Snooker was 
invented here. The town seems to be 
bursting at its seams but it always had 
a significant official presence being 
the summer headquarters for the 
British from 1861. Fortunately, little 
has changed with the Club fondly 
referred to as the “Snooty Ooty 
Club”. Its heritage and traditions are 
zealously guarded. I met my cousin’s 
friend Lalitha and talked about my 
mission. She offered to take me to All 
Saints Church the next day. 

Fortunately, our flight to Coim-
batore was in the evening. Lalitha 
picked me up at 9 a.m. and we set 
off for All Saints Church. The records 
were impeccable. Details of the 
name, the death and the burial of the 
person concerned were staring at us 
in beautiful handwriting. While I was 
making notes, Lalitha played a hymn 
on the Church organ. I learnt that she 
is a Syrian Christian but is not allowed 
to worship in her own church because 
she has married a Hindu. She comes 
to All Saints.

Armed with information, we 
followed the Church Steward to the 
cemetery. A few steps took us up 

the stone archway with poinsettia 
and creepers hugging its walls. It felt 
strangely calm inside. I felt at peace 
but also emotional. This cemetery, in 
such a picturesque spot is neglected 
and vandalised – crying out for resto-
ration. With tearful eyes I looked at 
Lalitha who was trying to establish 
the location of the grave. We got the 
row, the number but there was no 
tombstone. After some searching, we 
located the exact spot. We cleaned 
the area. Lalitha had brought flowers 
to put on the grave. We stood still 
for a while steeped in our thoughts. 
Afterwards, Lalitha took me to a shop 

in Lower Coonoor and recommended 
a herbal tea, Samahan. She said it 
would be good for my sore throat and 
the irritating cough which she had 
noticed the day before. There was no 
arguing with her. I promptly bought a 
packet and could not resist her invita-
tion for a cup of tea.

Her cottage, near Sims Park, stands 
in a beautiful garden with mature 
trees and flowers all around. Sitting 
in her verandah we had “Samahan” 
tea in glass cups – the lovely green 
yellow liquid shimmering in the sun 
– absolutely delicious. I looked up at 
Lalitha - a kind face with huge bright 
eyes that shine while she talks. I felt as 
if I had made a friend for life.

Our last visit to my cousin’s cottage, 
‘Skyfall’ was emotional. Our Innova 
was waiting to take us to Coimbatore. 
Our flight was at 8 p.m. which gave us 
time enough to drive back via a more 
scenic route and before long we were 
comfortably settled in our apartment 
in Bangalore by 10 p.m.

 
Uma works part time for Cambridge Inter-
national Examinations as an Examiner and 
Vetter for Hindi Language and Literature.

She retired from a  career in education, 
initially working in Swindon for  multiple 
disciplines and later from 
Gloucester College of Art & 
Technology as a teacher of 
English to Speakers of Other 
Languages in an Open Learn-
ing Centre.

 Ootty Club

Tiger Hills
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BORN WITH A MIKE 
By Hansa Dasgupta

It is 1997. As I rock my baby to sleep, by 
the dim glow of the bedside lamp, the soft 
soothing cadence of a melodious song, 
embraces us in its warmth. It is a patriotic 
song, yet it has the tenderness of a moth-
er's touch. It is picturised on war-hardened 
soldiers, yet it has the freshness of a first 
love. And the velvety voice singing the 
song is one of the sweetest male voices 
I've ever heard. 

The song is 'Sandese Aate Hein,' Anu 
Malik's comeback song as an ace music 
director. It is to his credit that he recognises 
and trusts the talent of a young inexperi-
enced newcomer with a song that is going 
to be so vital and pivotal to the future of 
his career. This song also marks the begin-
ning of a singer- composer association 
that will go on to enthral the audiences 
with innumerable songs, ranging from the 
fun-filled 'What is Mobile Number,' to the 
sublime 'Panchi Nadiya Pawan ke Jhonke,' 
to the recent 'Aazaadiyan.'

Couple of months after the 
release of 'Sandese Aate Hein,' 
I hear a catchy number, 'Yey Dil 
Deewana.' I crank up the volume. 
It is a love song full of yearning and 
raw passion, with a western feel to 
it. I'm astonished that both these 
songs, so utterly different from 
each other, have been sung by the 
same person. 

When Subhash Ghai meets the 
singer before the recording of 'Yey Dil 
Deewana,' he tells him the song is simple. 
To make it special, the word 'dil' has to be 
sung with so much vigour that it shakes 
everybody who hears it. He adds - sing 
with such force, that your throat starts 
bleeding. And the singer does just that. In 
Subhash Ghai's own words - "He started 
singing and a new magic was created... By 
the time he reached the climax, inka band 
baaja baj chuka tha (his throat had gone 
for a toss)." 

The singer is SONU NIGAM. 

I'm sure when God was creating his 
voice, he added an extra dollop of honey, 
maple syrup and melted chocolate and 
asked Ma Saraswati to stir the ingredients. 
The runaway success of 'Sandese Aate 
Hein' and 'Yey Dil Deewana,' catapult 
Sonu's career as a playback singer in Bolly-
wood. After that, there's no looking back. 
He belts out one song after another, until 
he becomes the most sought after singer 
in the country.

Although Sonu took Bollywood by 
storm twenty years back, he has actually 

been singing on stage for the last thirty-
nine years. Puzzled? Let me explain. In the 
Mahabharata, Karn was born with golden 
earrings and a kavach. Our hero here, was 
born with a mike. He was only four when 
he first sang on stage. Barely out of his 
nappies. Incredible, isn't it?

Talking about stage, there's something 
euphoric about his stage shows. All those 
who have been to his concerts, say so. He 
himself admits he's in a different space 
when performing live. It's as if he dies on 
stage and attains moksha, so uplifting is 

his singing, his state of consciousness, the 
oneness with the audience. And his audi-
ence can feel it as well. They get goose-
bumps, especially when he sings 'Abhi 
Mujh Mein Kaheen' and the crescendo of 
the song reaches its climax. Don't believe 
me? Go to his concert Klose to my Soul 
and experience it first-hand. 

What amazes me about his shows, is 
his ability to perform non-stop for hours 
together, without a single break and in any 
situation. He has performed when he was 
limping in pain. He has performed in three 
different cities on three consecutive nights 
at a time when he was still recovering from 
his knee surgeries. He has performed 
when he was in mental agony and weep-
ing inside. Yes, weeping inside. Because 
his mother was on her deathbed... We 
cannot even fathom the anguish he must 
have felt as he sang and danced that day, 
when all his heart wanted to do was to be 
with her. But he had made a commitment 
and the show had to go on. That's how 
professional he is. That's his level of dedi-
cation. And that's why his fans revere him.

Music, the language of the soul, tran-
scends all boundaries. Sonu Nigam is 

living proof of that. He has fans in Russia, 
Pakistan, US, Canada, UK, Japan... the 
world over. Not just that. He has sung 
in Hindi, English, Kannad, Bangla and 
umpteen other languages. But no matter 
what language he's singing in, or how fast 
the song is, his diction is always so damn 
clear. 

And how he connects. Not just with his 
audience. Not just with his fans. But even 
with babies and toddlers. Everyone loves 
him, right from a two day old baby to a 
ninety year old grandmother. I personally 
feel, the secret lies not just in his affable 
personality, but also his name. His parents 
chose the perfect name for him. Weighty 
names like Dhurandhar Bhatbhatekar or 
Rudra Pratap Rathore can intimidate us. But 
the moment we hear Sonu, we instinctively 
know he's not someone to be afraid of, nor 
is he an aloof unapproachable celebrity.  
Rather, he's one of us. And therein lies the 
essence and greatness of this man - in his 

ability to connect with one and 
all, in his down-to-earth approach 
to life and in staying in touch with 
his roots, even today. 

SONU NIGAM. A trendsetter, 
whether it is singing, hairstyles 
or fashion. One of the first 
Bollywood singers to have sung 
a song with a western feel to 
it. One of those rare gems who 
can sing in any genre. One who 
has dispelled an age-old belief 

that singers shouldn't work out. And one 
who has lifted the status of a Bollywood 
playback singer from the anonymity of 
being just the voice of the hero, to that of 
a rockstar.  

It is exactly twenty years since he first 
made his mark in Bollywood with the 
songs 'Sandese Aate Hein' and 'Yey Dil 
Deewana' – songs that are now regarded 
as classics and have a cult following. And 
in these twenty years he has sung tens 
of thousands of songs. May he continue 
to sing for another 20 X 20 X 20 years to 
come. 

Photo Courtesy: Hemin Roy (for the 
picture - SonuNigam-LivePerformance)

Photo Courtesy: Avinash Gowariker (for 
the pictures SonuNIgam-Mike 

Hansa is a writer (fiction & non-
fiction), novelist and screenwriter. She 
has authored Letters To My Baby, The 
World Beyond and After the Storm as 
well as several articles, short stories and 
chapters for various magazines, journals, 
books, anthologies and online.

Extravaganza
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  Column

MUMBAI EXPRESSIONS
By Anju Makhija

In our growing Mcdonald culture, even 
literary festivals in India have become 
clones. Over 110 of them have mush-
roomed all over the country though Jaipur 
Literature Fest (JLF) remains the ‘Mother 
of All’.  Recently, I was fortunate to partici-
pate in one that had a distinct identity.  
The lesser-known, Gateway LitFest(GLF), is 
forging its way into the Mumbai scene.  It 
stands apart from the rest and focuses on 
regional languages.  In its latest edition, 
50 writers from 15 languages across the 
country had participated.  Challenging 
the popularity of English, these writers are 
no longer willing to take a backseat. They 
claim that English writers know little about 
the authentic Indian culture. To make 
matters worse, those who live abroad, visit 
the country for a few months, and then 
churn out best-sellers! 

The Director of GLF stated: in this coun-
try of 24 languages and as many as 720 
dialects, it’s a well-known fact that sale 
of Indian-English writings far outnumber 
language writings.  It’s time we take the 
lead to promote them through transla-
tions.  Ador Gopalakrishnan, the well-
known film maker, slammed films like 
Slum Dog Millionaire ‘Why we are happy 
when such films make it to the Oscars’? He 
asked, ‘these films are anti-Indian’.   I was 
one of few Indo-English writers present 
and argued that many of us, who write in 
English, were not less Indian.  But, I soon 
found myself being isolated!

These days, there’s a move to increase 
the number of translations from one 
language to another without the inter-

vention of English.  Despite organizations 
like the Sahitya Akademi, which was set 
up to encourage and promote regional 
languages, it’s true that they receive a 
step-sisterly treatment. A writer, who had 
won the Crossword Translation Prize (‘16) 
informed the audience that at the award 
distribution event, there was a long line-up 
for Vikram Seth’s book, (which had won 
in the English category), but not a single 
person wanted to purchase his book!  
Heavy-weights, from Oxford, Penguins 
and other publishers, who were present 
at the GLF, felt the quality was partly to 
blame. India has practically no post-grad-
uate programme in translation. Moreover, 
translators are paid low and seldom appre-
ciated for a truly difficult job.  

Regional languages also received a fillip 
at JLF.  Their new section Jaipur BookMark 
brings together the publishing and transla-
tion markets. This year, JLF also launched 
the New Writers’ Mentorship Programme, 
which offers a chance for wannabe writers 
to pitch directly to agents, editors, critics. 
Ironically, while the popularity of festivals 
has grown by leaps and bounds, this year 
has seen a decline in the sales of literary 
fiction. Even the latest releases by giants of 
Indian English Writing, including a former 
Booker winner, did not score high.  

Children’s books, though, are doing 
well, The Bookaroo Children’s Festival 
was declared the best children’s fest at 
the recent London Book Fair, ‘17.  Actors 
and filmmakers, like Priyanka Chopra, have 
started producing youth-oriented films.  
Pahuna, a Sikkimese film, is about three 
Nepali 

children who are separated from their 
parents while fleeing the Maoist agita-
tion.  There’s also a growing market for 
mythological stories which are being 
re-invented and simplified.  Sudha Murty’s 
The Serpent’s Revenge has tales from 
Mahabharata.  Roop Pai’s Bhagvad Gita 
for Children won the Crossword Award 
‘16. Another interesting book is Vamsee 
Juluri’s Saraswati’s Intelligence--it centers 
around Hanuman and his coming-of-age 
via exposure to war. 

It’s important that children be exposed 
not only to our mythology but politics 
as well.  I find youngsters, these days, 
are getting more involved with political 
happenings.  Prime Minister Modi’s BJP 
party swept the recent state elections.  
But, when Yogi Adityanath was made 
Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh, many felt 
that Hindutva would prevail.  Adityanath 
has announced shutting down of slaughter 

houses in the state.  Seven priests from the 
Gorakhnath temple purified his residence 
with 11 litres of cow milk!  However, there‘s 
good news for people in U.P villages: loans 
of farmers in are being waived.

Women issues continue to be high-
lighted in the arts.  A new play, Shikhandi, 
is based on the life and times of one of 
the earliest documented trans-person in 
the Mahabharata.  Different folk theatre 
forms, such as Yakshagana and Kalaripay-
attu, draw lines between the mythologized 
narratives of gender and identity. Recently, 
I was invited to participate in a session, 
Poetic Justice, organized by Women 
Empowered-India (WE).  Poetry facilitated 
the surfacing of ideas related to women’s 
issues. As we all know, there are numer-
able problems in our country. The female 
oriented film, Lipstick Under My Burkha, 
has run into a roadblocks. The Central 
Board of Film Certification’s (CBFC) has 
refused to certify the film even though 
it won the Oxfam Award for Best Film 
on Gender Equality. The CBFC deemed 
Lipstic, quite unsuitable for Indian audi-
ences.  It was reported that the board, in 
its letter to the filmmaker, stated: there 
are contentious sexual scenes and abusive 
words.  Many feel the real problem lies 
with our patriarchal society. Mainstream 
cinema in India is male-dominated--so 
when a film like Lipstick… talks about the 
intimate desires of women, it’s not easily 
accepted.  

On a positive note, later this year, the city 
will see a landmark collaboration between 
three museums that will showcase exhibits 
dating back from circa 2500 CE till the 19th 
century.  The travelling exhibition India and 
the World: A History in Nine Stories will 
chronicle 5,000 years of India’s art history. 
Delhi’s National Museum and the British 
Museum have also collaborated in this 
massive enterprise.

Kishori Amonkar, our legendary vocal-
ist, passed away this April.  She was an 
influential figure, not just in classical music 
circles but in Bollywood as well.  Trained 
in the Hindustani classical music tradition 
from the Jaipur gharana, she was known to 
have experimented with several forms and 
styles in her long, successful career. 

 
Anju Makhija is a Sahitya Akademi 
award-winning poet, translator and play-
wright based in Mumbai who has written/
edited books related to partition, Sufism, 
women’s poetry and theatre. Her articles and 
columns have appeared in several newspapers.  
anjumakhija17@gmail.com 
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The 4-day Annual Vatayan event took 
place (23-26 March 2017) in London, 
Birmingham and Bolton (Manchester), 
beginning with a reception at India 
House. The award ceremony took 
place at The Nehru Centre, the Cultural 
Wing of the High Commission of India, 
London, in the presence of His Excel-
lency Dr Keshri Nath Tripathi, Governor 
of West Bengal, H E Dr Y K Sinha, High 
Commissioner of India to the UK, Dr 
Shrinivas Gotru, Minister (Culture) and 
Director, The Nehru Centre, and Mr A 
S Rajan, Minister (Coordination), High 
Commission of India. In the chair was 
Divya Mathur, Founder of Vatayan, who 
welcomed the guests with bouquets of 
flower.

After a brief welcome by Mrs Vibha 
Mehdiretta, Deputy Director of The 
Nehru Centre, introduction by Mira 
Kaushik OBE, Director of Akademi and 
Chairperson of Vatayan, and Saraswati 

Vandana by Kadambari Mehra, the 
programme was superbly compered 
by Dr Padmesh Gupta, Founder of the 
UK Hindi Samiti and poet. The Annual 
Vatayan Life time Achievement Award 
was conferred on the distinguished 
poet, Dr Keshri Nath Tripathi, by HE Dr 
Yashwardhan K Sinha, the High Commis-
sioner of India, London. The Annual 
Vatayan Poetry Award was conferred on 
Dr Hari Om, by Mr A S Rajan, Minister 
(Coordination), High Commission of 
India, London. The Culture Achieve-
ment Award was conferred on Smita 
Parikh by Dr Shriniwas Gotru, and the 
Publication Award was conferred on 
Arun Maheshwari of Vani Prakashan 
by the BBC journalist and poet, Mr 
Chaman Lal Chaman.  

 

Credentials were read by Tarun 
Kumar, Attaché (Hindi & Culture), High 
Commission of India, London, Dr Diwa-
kar Sukul, Chairman of World Book of 
Records, Founder of Kamkus Clinic-
Harley Street, Dr Aruna Ajitsaria, MBE, 
educationist in the UK, and Shikha 
Varshney, writer, blogger and Vatayan's 
Treasurer. After brief addresses by 
the Chief Guests,  Arun Maheshwari, 
Managing Director, Vani Prakashan and 
Chairman of Vani Foundation, elected 
representative of the Indian publish-
ing fraternity to the general body of 
Sahitya Akademi and a nominated 
member of the Directorate of Hindi 
Medium Implementation, University of 
Delhi, spoke about their institutionalis-
ing India's first Vani-Samanway Trans-
lator Award to celebrate  the unsung 
heroes of Indian translation fraternity 

The recitation session began with 
Smita Parikh, whose ‘Doosri Aurat’ was 

much appreciated by the audience, Dr 
Hari Om received the biggest applause 
when he sang his popular ghazal, 
Sikandar hoon magar hua hoon. Trip-
athi’s innovative poems also received 
a warm welcome, especially for the 
poem where he used some words. One 
of his poems was beautifully composed 
and presented by Mehtab Malhotra, a 
solicitor and an upcoming singer.

Presenting the Vote of thanks, Divya 
Mathur read out some important 
messages received on this occasion 
from Lord Desai, Dr Susham Bedi, Lord 
Hameed, Narendra and Madhurima 
Kohli, Om Thanvi, Prem Janmejaya, 
Divik Ramesh, Meena Chopra, Pratap 
Sehgal, Prof Zia Shakeb, Dr Hilal Fareed 

and Shabana Azmi, who has kindly sent 
her father Kaifi Azmi’s couplet (Javed 
Akhtar was honoured with Vatayan 
Shikhar Samman in 2011: 

(Who’ll lead this uprising, the interest 
is due: will anyone honour it?)

The programme, attended by many 
scholars, artists and media personnel, 
concluded with a delicious dinner hosted 
by the Director, The Nehru Centre.  

The Reception/Programmes held in 
other cities

The co-ordinated events were also 
held in other cities included a reception 
on 24th March at the High Commission 
of India, London, where the Governor 
honoured some of the UK Hindi writers 
at India House in the presence of HE 
Dr Y K Sinha, High Commissioner of 
India, London. On the morning of the 
25th at Nottingham, organised by Mrs 

Jai Varma, Chairperson of Kavya Rang, 
where the Governor was honoured by 
the Lord Mayor of Nottingham. Ms 
Titiksha Shah of Kriti UK, organised a 
poetry recital and Dr Hari Om’s concert 
at the Indian Consulate, Birmingham, 
where the poets thoroughly delighted 
the audiences. The final event was 
organised by Dr Anjani Kumar and Dr 
Ranjit Sumra at RK Mission, Bolton in 
Manchester.

Divya Mathur
Vatayan: Poetry on South Bank
Phone: 07770 7775314
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